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ABSTRACT: Domestic workers, disproportionately foreign women, have long
been accorded a place in our households, but not in our law. Nearly a century
ago, the New Deal and Civil.Rights statutes excluded this female labor force
from worker protections. More generally, migrant domestic workers around the
world have often found themselves with little protection under national or
international law. Yet a subtle shift has taken hold in recent decades, as
domestic workers bring home the legal world around them.
This Article uncovers how domestic workers redistribute power within
private households and beyond in ways that influence international lawmaking.
It focuses on the scope of diplomatic immunity in domestic workers' lawsuits;
the newly vindicated rights of au pairs; and, finally, bilateral treaties between
exporters and importers of domestic labor. Across these three arenas, this
Article shows how domestic workers reorient conceptions of self-, household,
and national sovereignty to build a new legal world of domestic work. The
three forms of sovereignty provide a vocabulary to describe how domestic
workers are bringing public law from far-off corners into our most private
places. In doing so, they are enhancing their own self-sovereignty and
challenging that of households and nations.
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INTRODUCTION
The new world is one of care. In a matter of years, the number of
Americans over the age ofsixty-five will likely exceed seventy-five million'-
more than the population of the entire United Kingdom.
2
The world at large will see similar demographic changes, particularly in
the wealthy regions of North America and Europe.3 The rapidly growing
elderly population will create demand for people to help care for loved ones
leaving our lives.4
Households seeking care will open their doors wider to the surrounding
world. A substantial minority of care workers in the United States-over two
million of the estimated six million-work in private households. 
5Moreover,
these numbers are increasing, particularly for adult care.
6  This "private
household" industry is among the most immigrant-intensive in the economy.
7
1. Older People Projected oOutnumber Children for First Time in U.S. History, U.S. CENSUS
BUREAU (Sept. 6, 2018), https://www.census.gov/newsroomL/press-releases/
2018/eb18-41-
population-projectionshtml[https://perma.cc/TZ7M-FK5F].
2. Country Comparison: Population, The World Factbook, CENT. INTELLIGENCE AGENCY,
https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/rankorder/2119rank.html
[https://perma.ce/4U3X-XMBN].
3. Dep't of Econ. & Soc. Affairs, World Population Ageing 2019, at 7, U.N. Doc.
ST/ESA/SERA/430 (2019) (discussing the aging demographics of the world from 1980 to
projections for 2050 and finding increases in both the absolute number and share of people over
the age of sixty).
4. See Home Health Aides and Personal Care Aides: Job Outlook, Occupational Outlook Handbook,
U.S. BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS (last modified Sept. 4, 2019),
https://www.bls.gov/ooh/healthcare/home-health-aides-and-personal-care-aides.htm
[https://perma.cc/4EES-LNLB] (projecting an expected growth rate of 36% in the next decade
compared to the 5% occupational average).
5. This is in comparison to non-household centers. See Heidi Hartmann et al., The Shitng Supply
and Demand of Care Work: The Growing Role of People of Color and Immigrants, INST. FOR




7. Drew Desilver, Immigrants Don't Make up a Majority of Workers in Any U.S. Industry, PEW
RESEARCH CTR. (Mar. 16, 2017), http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2017/03/16/immigrants-
dont-make-up-a-majority-of-workers-in-any-u-s-industry [https://perma.cc/ELS2-6P64].
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Millions of migrant care workers may soon enter private American homes to
perform the most intimate tasks.8
Despite the real and growing importance of care work, whether paid or
unpaid, it is commonly devalued. Feminist legal scholars have examined the
consequences of this work, particularly the uncompensated labor performed by
women in their own households, being unvalued.9 One consequence is that
conventional measures of economic productivity like GDP often exclude such
unpaid labor, erasing important contributions.' As Silvia Federucci remarked:
"They say it is love. We say it is unwaged work.""
For paid domestic workers, disregard for care work has led to legal
consequences. In the United States, as in many countries, domestic workers do
not fall under the law's protection. They are excluded from a wide range of
federal employment and labor laws, from private sector collective bargaining12
to wage and hour rights' 3 to antidiscrimination protections.14
These exclusions are not inevitable. Over generations, domestic workers
and their advocates have sought recognition that they are workers with legal
rights. Peggie Smith has detailed how nineteenth-century reformers sought to
transform domestic work into a "regulated employment relationship," but those
reformers did not persuade New Deal policymakers to include domestic
work.' Debates over the place of "paid domesticity" in society have continued,
leading both advocates and legal scholars to label domestic workers' inclusion
8. Hartmann et al., supra note 5, at I I(estimating the growth in home child care and home adult care
workers from 2005 to 2015, and disaggregating by nativity); see olso MCKINSEY & CO., JOBS




6E2Q] (projecting additional labor demand for home health aides and personal care aides).
9. See, e.g., Martha Albertson Fineman, Cracking the Foundational Advths:Independence Atonon,
andSelf-Suff iciency, 8 AM. U. J. GENDER SOC. POL'Y & L. 13, 15-16 (1999) (explaining the role of
public law in the dependencies formed by the purportedly "private" domain of the family);
Katharine Silbaugh, Turning Labor into Love: Housework and the Law, 91 Nw. U. L. REV. 1, 6
(1996) (explaining "how the legal treatmentofwomen's unpaid labor disadvantages women").
10. Cass R. Sunstein, Well-Being and the State, 107 HARV. L. REV. 1303, 1306 (1994).
11. SILVIA FEDERICI, WAGES AGAINSTIHOUSEWORK 1 (1975).
12. National Labor Relations Act, 29 U.S.C. § 152(3) ("The term 'employee' . . .shall not include any
individual employed as an agricultural laborer, or in the domestic service of any family or person
at his home, or any individual employed by his parent or spouse").
13. In 1974, the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) was amended to include some domestic workers
within its protection. Fair Labor Standards Amendments of 1974, Pub. L. No. 93-259, §7(b)(1),
88 Stat. 55, 62 (1974) (codified as amended at29 U.S.C. § 206(f)(1)). Nonetheless, exclusions
from federal minimum wage and overtime laws persist for those "employed on a casual basis in
domestic service employment to provide babysitting services" or those domestic workers
"employed in domestic service employment to provide companionship services for individuals
who (because of age or infirmity) are unable to care for themselves." 29 U. S.C. §213.
14. 42 U.S.C. § 2000e(b) (setting minimum employer size of 15).
15. Peggie R. Smith, Regulating Paid Household Work: Class, Gender, Race, and Agendas ofReform,
48 AM.U.L. REV. 851, 858, 888-90 (1999).
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"The Great American Question."16 "The Great American Question" is being
broached again today, with the introduction of a Federal Domestic Workers
Bill of Rights. 1 7 And now, there is greater recognition that the question of
domestic workers' rights is not merely American.'8
Domestic workers around the world have long advocated for their rights in
national and international fora, but they are experiencing newfound success.'9
Due to migrant women's overrepresentation in domestic work,20 their fights for
recognition shape international law. 2 As they bring those changes into their
employers' households, domestic workers act as transnational vectors for the
world of public law to enter our private lives.2 2
The international character of contemporary domestic worker protections
has largely escaped scholarly attention. U.S. legal scholars who have addressed
domestic work in recent years have largely focused on federal, state, and local
law.23 For example, their scholarship has addressed emerging state-level
antidiscrimination protections, 24 leave policies, 25 and immigration
documentation.2 6 Other scholars focus on related domestic concerns, such as
16. Id. at 855 (quoting LUCY MAYNARD SALMON, DOMESTIC SERVICE 1 (2d ed. 1901) (1897)).
17. Infra notes 99-100 and accompanying text.
18. While Smith's research acknowledges the role of U.S. immigrants in the legal history of domestic
work and the role of migrant domestic workers in the 1990s, the larger transnational legal story
was not her focus.
19. Infra Section L.C (describing efforts to obtain protection under American and international law,
after decades ofexclusion).
20. Infra notes 64-66 and accompanying text.
21. Inf-a Sections II.B (focusing on au pairs) and II.C (focusing on bilateral treaties). See generall
Donna E. Young, Working Across Borders: Global Restructuring and Women's Work, 2001 UTAH
L. REV. 1, 9 (2001) (arguing that "domestic, regional, and international laws and policies, in the
era of globalization interact to make available to Western employers an easily exploitable supply
of laborers from the large pool of Third World women").
22. Following other scholars in the field, I largely use the terms "transnational law" and "international
law" interchangeably, despite their arguably different meanings. See Donald Earl Childress III,
The Alien TortStatute, Federalism, and the Next Wave ofTransnational Litigation, 100 GEO. L.J.
709, 710 n.1 (2012).
23. See, e.g., Hina Shah & Marci Seville, Domestic Worker Organizing: Building A Contemporary
Movementfor Dignity and Power, 75 ALB. L. REv. 413 (2012) (chronicling the early experiences
of domestic worker organizing in California and New York).
24. Shayak Sarkar,Intimate Employment, 39 HARV. J.L. & GENDER 429 (2016) (analyzing the
constitutional and other legal questions arising from state efforts to extend antidiscrimination
rights to domestic workers, who are excluded from Title VII of the Civil Rights Act).
25. See generally Hila Shamir, Between Home and Work: Assessing the Distributive Efects of
Employment Law in Markets ofCare, 30 BERKELEY J. EMP. & LAB. L. 404, 408 (2009) (noting the
"double exceptionalism" of the family in employment law, both through the limitations on family
leave mandates and the exclusion of domestic workers from the key federal employment and labor
statutes); Virginia Mantouvalou, Human Rights fbr Precarious Workers: The Legislative
Precariousness ofDomestic Labor, 34 COMP. LAB. L. & POL'Y J. 133, 136 (2012) (describing the
phenomenon of "legislative precariousness," legal exclusion as applied to all precarious workers,
including domestic workers).
26. Lance Compa, Migrant Workers in the United States: Connecting Domestic Law with
International Labor Standards, 92 CHI-KENT L. REV. 211, 225 (2017) (explaining how
"[d]iplomats, officials of international organizations, international businessmen and other wealthy
employers of household domestic workers [may falsify or seize documents of] workers holding.. .
B-1, G-5 and A-3 'personal servant' visas"), One exception maybe those who write more broadly
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intimate, non-commercial relationships (lovers) or quasi-intimate, commercial
relationships (accountants and other such secret keepers).
Outside the study of domestic work, the idea that poor women within the
home could influence international law runs counter to some scholarly
assumptions. For example, accounts of international business and trade law
focus on statesmen2 and powerful firms 29 Theories of treaty adherence center
elite preferences.3 0 International courts are defined by the "transnational power
elite" that comprise their judges. Scholars describe how the "international law
elite" themselves are forged by the textbooks and ideas produced at elite law
schools.3 2 Poor migrant women appear as occasional subjects of international
law, but rarely its drivers. 33The elite-focused narrative has faced limited
challenge. The self-titled "bottom-up" approach to international lawmaking
argues that the true agents of international law are bankers, insurers, and
about domestic worker organizing in the shadows of labor law. See, e.g., Andrew Friedman &
Deborah Axt, In Defense ofDignity, 45 HARV. C.R.-C.L. L. REV. 577, 595 (2010) (noting how
immigrant worker centers focused on workers "that were not high priority for union organizing
drives,"including domestic workers).
27. See, e.g., VIvIANA A. ZELIZER, THE PURCHASE OF INTIMACY (2005) (describing the
commodification of intimate relationships including domestic worker employment); Naomi
Schoenbaum, The Law ofIntimate Work, 90 WASH. L. REV. 1167 (2015) (discussing the role of
intimacy in work relationships and the employment law and antidiscrimination law implications);
Jeannie Suk, Criminal Law Comes Home, 116 YALE Li. 2 (2006) (discussing how protection
orders and the criminal process can influence private ordering at home).
28. See, e.g., JACK L. GOLDSMITH & ERIC A. POSNER, THE LIMITS OF INTERNATIONAL LAW
136 (2005) (characterizing elites' adoption of Adam Smith's views on international trade and
sovereign wealth as a driving force behind the repeal of protectionist trade laws).
29. See, e.g., John Flood, Lawyers as Sanctifers: The Role of Elite Law Firms in International
Business Transactions, 14 IND. J. GLOBAL LEGAL STUD. 35, 38 (2007) (remarking that "large
international law firm[s] ... have colonized the world of global law").
30. See BETH SIMMONS,.MOBILIZING FOR HUMAN RIGHTS (2009) (arguing that human rights treaties
may catalyze changes in elite agendas, litigation, and civil society leaders to promote adherence).
See also GOLDSMITH & POSNER, supra note 28, at 95 (arguing that "the strength of a state's
commitment to [treaties] is not a function of its legality, but of the strength and uniformity of
public and elite preferences").
31. See Mikael Madsen, The International Judiciary as Transnational Power Elite, 8 INT'L POL. SOC.
332, 333 (2014).
32. See, e.g., Christopher Schuetze, A Bigger World ofInternational Law, N.Y. TIMES (Oct. 5, 2014),
https://www.nytimes.com/2014/10/06/worldla-bigger-world-of-intemational-law.html
[https://permacc/X33V-Y8C4] (explaining that "[t]hough the field of international public law is
gradually spreading globally, a handful of universities in the United States and in Europe hold
disproportionate sway when it comes to training the international-law elite"); see also Gleider
Hernitudez, E Pluribus Unum? A Divisible College? Reflections on the International Legal
Profession, 29 EUR, J. INT'L L. 1003, 1004, 1011-13 (2018) (reviewing ANTHEA ROBERTS, IS
INTERNATIONAL LAW INTERNATIONAL? (2017)) (describing international law as created and
practiced by "professionals" who are proximate to, ifnot themselves, elites).
33. See, e.g., Mary Austin, Defending Indonesia's Migrant Domestic Workers, in CITIZENSHIP AND
DEMOCRATIZATION IN SOUTHEAST ASIA 265, 276 (Ward Berenschot, Henk Schulte Nordholt &
Laurens Bakker eds., 2017) (describing how "migrant women become 'subjects' for bureaucratic
and technological state regulation"); Martha Minow, Do Alternative Justice Mechanisms Deserve
Recognition in International Criminal Law?: Truth Commissions, Amnesties, and
Complementarity at the International Criminal Court, 60 IARV. INT'L L.J. 1, 2, 40-41 (2019)
(analyzing the roles of the International Criminal Court and legal amnesties in response to gross
violations of human rights).
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technocrats.3 4 Defying the scholarly bias, domestic workers have forged
workers' rights and international law, despite lacking access to conventional
citizenship- and workplace-based labor laws and organizing methods.
35
Domestic workers, tending to private needs and demanding public
recognition, thus compel the rethinking of not only their freedoms but also
those of the households and countries in which they work. This Article
characterizes domestic workers' contributions to international law as reshaping
three forms of sovereignty: self-, household, and national sovereignty. 
6 This
language of "sovereignty" provides a useful vocabulary to understand the
tensions in the law governing domestic workers, individuals often at the
intersection of multiple countries working within another individual's private
home. A sovereign seeks control over its own domain, without interference
from other sovereigns, but domestic workers illustrate the overlapping and
intersecting nature of sovereignty.
Domestic workers demand self-sovereignty-what Elizabeth Cady Stanton
called women's birthright. Yet these claims inherently challenge the
34. Janet Koven Levit, A Bottom-Up Approach to International Lawmaking: The Tale of Three Trade
Finance Instruments, 30 YALE J. INT'L L. 125, 128 (2005). Yet the "bottom-up approach"
concedes that its theory begins with "private clubs," even if those clubs may be a bit less wealthy
and powerful than imagined. Id. at 129. These "transnational clubs tend to import the power
structures as well as the gender and racial biases" of the financial and diplomatic worlds. Id. at
196-97. See also Janet Koven Levit, Botton-Up International Lawmaking: Reflections on the New
Haven School ofInternational Law, 32 YALE J. INT'L L. 393, 417 (2007). Another challenge to the
elite-focused international lawmaking theories considers how transnational social policy diffusion
may actually operate through democracy, as voters shift views in response to foreign models, See
Katerina Linos, Difflsion through Democracy, 55 AM. J. POL. SCL 678, 692 (2011). While this
account of diffusion through democracy centers ordinary voters over elite networks, id at 678, it
does not fully acknowledge the potential power of noncitizens, resident workers who lack the vote
but nonetheless can seek legal redress or popular support. See, e.g., Linda Burnham, Lisa Moore &
Emilee Ohia, Living in the Shadows: Latina Domestic Workers in the Texas-Mexico Border
Region, NAT'L DOMESTIC WORKERS ALLIANCE 4 (2018),
https://actionnetwork.org/userfiles/user files/000/024/054/original/Living intheShadows opt
Eng_final screen_(I)(1).pdf [https://perma.cc/X2QD-X45F] ("A minority of domestic workers
surveyed, 43%, has secure documentation status in the form of U.S. citizenship or permanent
residency. More than 80% of housecleaners are unauthorized to work in the United States.").
While this sample and the summary statistics may not be representative of American immigrant
domestic workers, the study reflects the attention being paid to noncitizenship in domestic work.
See also Migrants in an Irregular Situation Employed in Domestic Work. Fundamental Rights
Challenges fbr the European Union and Its Member States, EUR. UNION AGENCY FOR
FUNDAMENTAL RIGHTS (2011),
https://fra.europa.eu/sites/default/files/migrants in_anirregular situationemployed_in domestic
work en.pdf [https://perma.cc/G9SF-D9GU] (analyzing immigration and residency issues of
domestic workers).
35. See generally Eileen Boris & Premilla Nadasen, Domestic Workers Organize!, 11 WORKINGUSA:
J. LAB. & SoC'Y 413, 413-15, 423 (2008) (describing the "moments when domestic workers have
joined together in solidarity" to "bypass traditional unionism" and the labor laws from which they
are excluded).
36. Infra Part I.
37. Hearing ofthe Woman Suffrage Association Before the H. Comm. on the Judiciary, 52d Cong, I
(1892). Reva Siegel drew upon Elizabeth Cady Stanton's words to argue that "the language of
'self-sovereignty' . . . employed American traditions of individualism to challenge relations of
gender status." She the People: The Nineteenth Amendment, Sex Equality, Federalism, and the
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sovereignty of a household employer. When domestic workers are also
migrants, the national sovereignties of their origin and destination countries
further complicate the interplay between each sovereign. For example,
emigrant domestic workers' self-sovereignty in destination countries, often in
the Middle East, is tied to sending countries' national sovereignty. 8 In contrast,
diplomatic households can invoke their sending countries' sovereignty to evade
accountability for violating otherwise applicable laws governing domestic
workers.39
This Article proceeds in three parts. Part I introduces domestic workers. It
begins by describing domestic work-familiar to nearly all and then moves to
the group of people paid to do domestic work, particularly foreign women. It
concludes by describing how national sovereigns marginalized domestic
workers in domestic and international legal regimes throughout the twentieth
century, setting the stage for twenty-first-century challenges. Part II provides
working definitions of sovereignty, particularly self-, household, and national
sovereignty, as a basis for understanding how the law governing domestic
workers enhances their self-sovereignty, often by challenging intervening
household and national sovereignty.
Part III, the core of the Article, analyzes domestic workers' legal
challenges in three transnational arenas. First, aggrieved domestic workers
have challenged the scope of diplomatic immunity and, by extension, national
sovereignty. Domestic workers are leveraging transnational law against
households that cloak themselves in the sovereignty of their sending nations. In
discussing diplomatic immunity, I move beyond description to make the
nonnative case for placing domestic workers' employment within the Vienna
Convention's "comunercial activities" exception to diplomatic immunity, a
move seemingly embraced by the English courts.
Second, au pairs-international workers veneered as cultural attach6s-
have leveraged their destination country law in pursuit of their own self-
sovereignty against that of their "host" households. Even as foreign domestic
workers under the State Department's programs, U.S. au pairs have preserved
Family, 115 HARV. L, REv. 947, 990 (2002). Stanton has also been criticized for her employment
of derogatory caricatures of racial minorities in pursuit of women's suffrage. Christine Stansell,
Missed Connections: Aboliionist Feminism in the Nineteenth Century, in ELIZABETH CADY
STANTON, FEMINIST AS THINKER: A READER IN DOCUMENTS AND ESSAYS 32, 34 (Ellen Dubois &
Richard Smith eds., 2007) (noting how Stanton's "stump speeches did call forth ... caricatures of
vulgar ignoramuses unjustly granted citizenship before noble Saxon women-the so-called
Sambos, Han Yungs, Patricks, and Hanses").
38. See Robyn Magalit Rodriguez, The Labor Brokerage State and the Globalization ofFilipina Care
Workers, 33 SIGNs 794, 794 (2008) (explaining how "[t]he Philippine state-acting as a labor
broker-plays a critical role in producing, distributing, and regulating Filipinas as care workers
across the globe").
39. See infra Section lII.A. I use "sending country" (or "sending sovereign") as opposed to "home
country" to highlight how labor exportation functions as an economic development strategy and
how migrant workers build ties to multiple places.
2020] 7
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the availability of suits under state and local laws by defeating preemption
arguments rooted in the plaintiffs' foreignness.
Third, in contrast with the au pairs' focus on destination country law, other
domestic workers have obtained rights through bilateral treaties solicited by
their sending country on their behalf. Domestic work scholars once noted these
treaties' rarity, but they have gained traction in recent years.
4 0 I focus on the
sending sovereigns of Indonesia and the Philippines and their oscillating
bilateral treaties, often with Middle Eastern countries. These treaties also
expose a contradiction: a country may demand foreign legal protection for its
emigrant domestic workers but hesitate to protect domestic workers within its
own borders.
1. A WORLD OF DOMESTIC WORKERS
Domestic workers are challenging the meaning of sovereignty and their
longstanding legal exclusion from labor protections. Before delving into the
transnational legal arenas where they are leaving their mark, I first paint a
portrait of domestic work's prevalence, global reach, and legal exclusion.
This Part begins with an empirical portrait of contemporary domestic work
and the demand for domestic workers in the United States. Second, I proceed to
examine how domestic workers, in the United States and globally, were often
born far from their places of employment and are often identified by their
corresponding "foreignness." 4 1As Part Ill will explain, domestic workers'
"foreignness" often disadvantages them, as with the history of au pairs.
Sometimes, however, domestic workers may derive strength from their position
at the intersection of national sovereigns, as with the forging of certain bilateral
treaties. Third and finally, domestic workers have often been excluded from
both domestic and international labor protections extended to other workers.
These three characteristics-magnitude, migration, and exclusion-set the
stage for domestic workers' contemporary struggles in Part III.
40. See, e.g., Froilan T. Malit, Jr. & George S. Naufal, Asymmetric Information Under the Kfala
Sponsorship System: Impacts on Foreign Domestic Workers' Income and Employment Status in
the GCC Countries, 54 INT'L MIGRATION 76, 80 (2016).
41, See generally Katharine M. Donato & Donna Gabaccia, The Global Feminization of Migration:
Past, Present, and Future, MIGRATION POLICY INST. (June 1, 2016),
https://www.migrationpolicyorg/article/global-feminization-migration-past-present-and-future
[https://perma.c/UM6H-AURP] (using empirical data on the foreign-born to discuss the historic
and "[s]patial variation in the gender composition of contemporary global migrant populations").
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A.Defining Domestic Work and Domestic Workers
Nearly all people do domestic work. Americans over the age of fifteen
spend about two hours per day performing "household activities."4 2 The nature
of this work is heavily gendered, however. Women spend nearly an hour more
on domestic work, and their time is also disproportionately focused on
particular areas of domestic work, namely "food and drink preparation,"
"kitchen and food clean up," and laundry. 4 3 In contrast, men spend more time
on home maintenance and repair as well as landscaping.44 Gender disparities
are even more pronounced when examining the amount of time spent caring for
children.4 5 Much of this domestic work, whether focused on inanimate homes
or on human beings, is unpaid.46 People at multiple margins-undocumented
disabled4 7 minorities, for example may rely on a "nonmonetary economy of
shared reciprocal care."4I nevertheless focus on explicitly commercial
domestic work relationships.49
Paid domestic work has taken on differing social meaning over time, even
as gender has played a consistent role. Domestic "servants" once included
women and girls from privileged economic backgrounds: an English statute
from 1562 rendered "[wiomen compellable to serve that be above twelve and
under forty Years old, unmarried," requiring them to wait on wealthy
42. Chart Depicting Household Activities, American Time Use Survey, U.S. BUREAU OF LABOR




45, Chart Depicting Care of Children, American Time Use Survey, U.S. BUREAU OF LABOR
STATISTICS (Dec. 20, 2016), https//www.bls.gov/tus/charts/childcare.htm [https://perma.cc/5NA6-
TTUC] (noting that women spend more than twice as much time on primary child care as men do).
46. Towards a Better Future for WomenmdandWork: Voices ofWomen and Men, INT'L LABOUR ORG.,
15 (2017), https://www.ilo.org/wcmsp5/groups/public/---dgreports/---dcomm/---
publ/documents/publication/wcms_546256.pdf [https://perma.cc/QPC5-3PLP] (noting that while
the majority of the world's women and men would prefer that women work at "paid jobs . . .
[c]aregiving and household chores certainly are work, albeit unpaid work").
47. This Article will use the term "disabled" given its legal prevalence. Nonetheless, alternative
identifications and vocabularies exist. See, e.g., Jasmine E. Harris, Sexual Consent and Disability,
93 N.Y.U. L. REV. 480, 500 n.74 (2018) (tracing the changing terminology of legal scholarship
from "mentally retarded" to ""individuals with [intellectual and] developmental disabilities"); id
at 518-22 (noting the use of "disabled" in the laws of multiple jurisdictions).
48. LEALi LAKSHMI PEIPZNA-SAMARASINHA, CARE WORK: DREAMING DISABILITY JUSTICE 137
(2018).
49. The work for which domestic workers are formally compensated quickly blurs into that for which
they are not. The lack of clearly defined work expectations has given rise to state domestic work
"agreement" requirements where both employers and employees must sign an agreement that lists
"the responsibilities associated with the job." See, e.g., MASS. GEN. LAWS ch. 149, §190(1)
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households.50 Although some aristocratic families were exempt from these
restrictions, many of their daughters apparently entered domestic service.
51
Similarly in Japan, service by a young, middle-class woman as an "etiquette
apprentice" to an aristocratic family functioned as a marriage credential.
5 2
Beyond these examples of high social status domestic work, domestic
workers have consistently been divided by race, ethnicity, and class. In
nineteenth-century Canada, "domestic servant" included within it myriad social
statuses-the "maid-of-all-work" and "kitchen skivvy" lay below the more
rarefied "ladies' maids" and "governesses."5 In the United States, black female
"servants" were distinguished from white female "help." Through nineteenth-
century common law, black "domestic servants could be beaten with hands,
fists, straps, sticks, and sometimes whips, all in the name of correction and
chastisement." 5 5Workers eventually resisted the term "servant" altogether
because of its semantic associations with slavery, hierarchy, and dependence,
preferring the French word "employd."
The women's rights movement ushered in new perspectives on domestic
work. Middle-class white women sought to escape unpaid domestic work and
to obtain paid work outside the home. Betty Friedan's The Feminine Mystique
characterized domestic work as work that does not "take enough thought or
energy to challenge any woman's full capacity."5 7
Yet as women's work outside the home increased the demand for paid
domestic work,5 paid domestic workers resisted Friedan's characterization.
The paid domestic workers of the 1970s, often women of color, emphasized the
importance and professionalism of their work. Some formed the Household
Technicians of America, a precursor to the modem National Domestic Workers
50. Artificers and Apprentices Act 1562, 5 Eliz 1c. 4 (Eng.).
51. See JENNIFER HIGGINBOTHAM, THE GIRLHOOD OF SHAKESPEARE'S SISTERS 29, 37-38 (2013).
52. See Takie Sugiyama Lebra, The Socialization ofAristocratic Children by Commoners: Recalled
Experiences of the Hereditary Elite in Modern Japan, 5 CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY 78, 78-79
(1990).
53. Ian Pilarczyk, "Too Well Used by His Master": Judicial Enforcement of Servants' Rights in
Montreal, 1830-1845, 46 MCGILL L.J. 491, 498-99 (2001).
54. Smith, supra note 15, at 877.
55. Lea VanderVelde, The Last Legally Beaten Servant in America: From Compulsion to Coercion in
the American Workplace, 39 SEATTLEU. L. REV. 727,728-29 (2016).
56. Id. at 734; see also, e.g., Porter Cty. Sheriffs Dep't v. Willmon, No. 18A-CT-1699, 2019 WL
1246906, at *7 (Ind. Ct. App. Mar. 19, 2019) (explaining that an employee was "historically
referred to as a 'servant').
57. BETTY FRIEDAN, THE FEMININE MYSTIQUE 121 (1963).
58. Empirical research confirms the connection between availability of paid domestic work and highly
educated women's participation in the labor market. Domestic workers have enabled highly skilled
women-lawyers, physicians, and women holding doctorates-to increase their working time in
fields where long hours facilitate success. Patricia Cortds & Jos6 Tessada, Low-Skilled
Immigration and the Labor Supply ofHighly Skilled Women, 3 AM. ECON. J.: APPLIED ECON.88,
115(2011).
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Alliance (NDWA). 5 As Carolyn Reed, a sixteen-year-old member,
proclaimed:
I don't like you to think we're maids-we are household technicians;
we're experienced; we are professionals . . . you have to get it out of
your head that this is a demeaning job. If you don't want to do it, I'm
glad you don't want to, because we will gladly do it for you-but for a
salary, and with respect.60
Reed's words neatly capture domestic workers' pursuit of policy and
protections rather than pity.
B. Foreignness
Domestic workers are often foreign nationals and, separately, they may be
perceived as foreign.6 In the U.S. North, wealthy families in the nineteenth
century hired immigrant women as domestic workers, while African American
enslaved, and then formerly enslaved, women largely served those roles in the
South.6 2 With the Great Migration of African Americans from the South,
northern households began to hire those women as domestic workers; these
new African American domestic workers were no longer necessarily "foreign"
even as they were still "other." The American domestic labor force thus began
to reflect a changing country, where international migration for domestic work
63was still a "marginal phenomenon" in the early twentieth century.
In the late twentieth and twenty-first centuries, increasing numbers of
people began to migrate internationally for work, while increasing numbers of
households sought paid domestic work.6 As other working women in these
households sought assistance with the caregiving they could no longer perform,
migrant women stepped in to serve that need. Migrant domestic workers lie at
59. Boris & Nadasen, supra note 35, at 422.
60. PREMILLA NADASEN, HOUSEHOLD WORKERS UNITE: THE UNTOLD STORY OF AFRICAN
AMERICAN WOMEN WHO BUILT A MOVEMENT 124 (2016); see also Premilla Nadasen, The Care
Deficit, DISSENT, Fall2016, at 67.
61. Infa notes 67-71 and accompanying text.
62. See generally Smith, supra note 15, at 878 (describing how "[njative-born, working-class white
women" in the nineteenth century "consciously distanced themselves from the negative racial
connotations associated with domestic service," illustrating the broader phenomenon of white
workers "fashioning their identities as 'not slaves' and as 'not Blacks"').
63. Martin Oelz, The ILO's Domestic Workers Convention and Recommendation: A Window of
Opportunityjfbr SocialJustice,153 INT'LLAB. REV. 143, 147(2014).
64. INT'L LABOUR ORG., MIGRANT DOMESTIC WORKERS ACROSS THE WORLD: GLOBAL AND
REGIONAL ESTIMATES 1-2 (2016), https://www.ilo.org/wcmsp5/groups/public/---ed protect/---
protrav/---migrant/documents/briefingnote/wcms_490162.pdf [https://perma.cc/WX7J-4ZNV};
Cortis & Tessada, supra note 58, at 88 ("For example, whereas low-skilled immigrant women
represent 1.9 percent of the labor force, they represent more than 25 percent of the workers in
private household occupations and 12 percent ofthe workers in laundry and dry cleaning services.
Low-skilled immigrant men account for 29 percent of all gardeners in America's largest cities
although they represent only 33 percent of the labor force.").
65. JENNIFER N. FISH, DOMESTIC WORKERS OF THE WORLD UNITE! 108 (2017).
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the intersection of these two phenomena--domestic work and international
migration-and they comprise a substantial share of both.
66
One facet of international migration is the long shadow that nationality
casts on domestic workers' lives. Certain nationalities may become
semantically equivalent to "domestic worker." In Lebanon, children use the
colloquial term Sirilankeyeh ("Sri Lankan") to refer to domestic workers of any
nationality. 6 7Furthermore, certain nationalities may be overrepresented in
domestic service work in given areas. For example, in certain Southern
European towns, domestic workers are more likely to be Filipina and
Moroccan.6 8 Employers sometimes express a desire for domestic workers from
certain countries of origin, preferring foreigners over fellow nationals.
69 For
example, the Canadian domestic work industry, in an effort to clamp down on
the organizing efforts of Caribbean domestic workers, shifted its preference to
Filipina migrants.70 Employers may use nationality and associated stereotypes
as a justification for "managing" workers and paying them poorly.
7 '
66. In large countries, such as India, internal migrants also form a large share of domestic workers. See
ANTISLAVERY, Joint Submission Jr the Universal Periodic Review ofIndia-3rd Cycle, 27th
Session (May 2017): Slavery Practices in India 6 (2016) ("The vast majority of domestic workers
in India migrate internally from rural or tribal areas, where employment opportunities are limited,
to cities.").
67. Ray Jureidini & Nayla Moukarbel, Female Sri Lankan Domestic Workers in Lebanon: A Case of
'Contract Slaverv'?, 30 J. ETHNIC & MIGRATION STUD. 581, 586 (2004). Race also informs
semantics. In Cyprus, mavrou, a Greek word for "black," is used as a shorthand for domestic
workers. See Megan Specia, Domestic Workers Are Killed in Cyprus, and Authorities Face a
Reckoning, N.Y. TIMES (May 2, 2019),
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/05/02/world/europe/cyprus-women-killings.html
lhttps://perma.cc/RM2T-798X] ("[One] of the Greek words used by Cypriots to refer to domestic
workers translate[s] as . . . 'little black girl."'); see also Prodromos Panayiotopoulos, The
Globalisation ofCare: Filipina Domestic Workers and Carefor the Elderly in Cyprus, 29 CAP. &
CLASS 99, 119 (2005) ("The older brother-- who rarely comes to visit, although he only lives 200
yards away-never uses my name, and he and his wife always call me mavrou [black]").
68. See ELISABETTA ZONTINI, TRANSNATIONAL FAMILIES, MIGRATION AND GENDER: MOROCCAN
AND FILIPINO WOMEN IN BOLOGNA AND BARCELONA 197, 199-200 (2010).
69. See, e.g., Marina de Regt, Preferences and Prejudices: Employers' Views on Domestic Workers in
the Republic of Yemen, 34 SIGNS 559, 559 (2009) (quoting Yemeni employers who prefer to hire
Ethiopian and Somali domestic workers over Yemeni ones); Jennifer Steinhauer, Domestic
Workers Face Blatant Discrimination, Investigation Reveals, N.Y. TIMES (June 1, 2005),
https://www.nytimes.com/2005/06/0I/nyregion/domestic-workers-face-blatant-discrimination-
investigation-reveals.html [https://perma.cc/5VM3-FCDK] (describing a New York state attorney
general investigation into how employment agencies handled employers' discriminatory
preferences, including domestic work employers who said "No Islanders, Filipino is O.K." and
"Colombians and Dominicans need not apply").
70. Daiva Stasiulis & Abigail B. Bakan, Negotiating Citizenship: The Case of Foreign Domestic
Workers in Canada, 57FEMINIST REV. 112, 123 (1997),
71. See, e.g., Regt, supra note 69, at 560 (analyzing Yemeni employers' preferences for and prejudices
against domestic workers across demographic backgrounds); see generally ZNTINI, spra note
68, at 9 (invoking the language of"managing diversity" to discuss "laws and policies specifically
targeting immigrants" in an ethnography of domestic workers); Leticia M. Saucedo, The Employer
Preferencefor the Subservient Worker and the Making ofthe Brown Collar Workplace, 67 OHIO
ST. L.J. 961 (2006) (describing generally how existing antidiscrimination law largely permits the
preference for subservient workers while exploring how Title VII might be leveraged to combat
these preferences). Additionally, nationality may inform how domestic workers frame themselves.
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Domestic workers' foreignness is not simply a statistical coincidence, but
rather a meaningful factor in understanding how the law regards them. Their
dual relationships, to both foreign nations and the distinct nations in which they
work, shape how domestic work is treated in international legal arenas-
including diplomatic immunity, au pair rights, and bilateral treaties.
C. Exclusionfrom Twentieth-Century Labor Protections
Alongside the real and perceived foreignness of domestic workers lies their
exclusion from worker protections, both in U.S. law and the international
context. Many scholars have addressed the origins of these domestic worker
exclusions.72 Two theories predominate, and they are arguably two sides of the
same coin. As Frances Olsen aptly observed, "[a]t the same time that the home
was being glorified, it was being devalued."7 3
On the glory front, some argued that paid household workers did not
require protection, since their workplace, the home, was "a relaxing,
comforting sphere where personal relationships radiated with kindness [and]
stood in sharp contrast to the impersonal forces that typified industrial life."
This rosy depiction reflected the common motif that paints domestic workers as
a part of the family, rather than as working for the family.
On the devaluation front, domestic work was not considered productive or
"real" work for gendered reasons.76 Male political leaders spoke about
domestic work by referencing their wives (in their roles both as employers of
domestic workers and also as domestic workers themselves), and these men
were uncomfortable with what treating domestic workers on par with other
workers would imply for gender roles. Some Congressmen "condescendingly
claimed" that "housewives could not manage complex paperwork or deal with
federal bureaucracy in their homes."7 7 The Secretary of Labor Peter Brennan
In one instance, a South African domestic worker union leader rejected being identified among
"vulnerable" women and preferred to see her fellow domestic workers as "sister comrades," FISH,
supra note 65, at 155.
72. See, e.g., KIRSTEN SWINTII, FEMINISM'S FORGOTTEN FIGHT: THE UNFINISHED STRUGGLE FOR
WORK AND FAMILY 129-31 (2018); Eileen Boris, Decent Work in the Home: Affet and Rights
Talk, 15 SANTA CLARA J. INT'L L. 79, 93-95 (2017)(discussing how "[j]ust as domestic workers
who lived outside of their employers homes gained coverage under 1974 Amendments to FLSA,
home care workers became classified as 'causal [sic] babysitters and companions for the aged and
infirm,"' leading to their ongoing "devaluation of women's domestic labors"); Smith, supra note
15, at 895-900.
73. Frances Olsen, The Family and the Market: A Study ofldeology and Legal Refbrm, 96 HARV. L.
REV. 1497, 1499 (1983).
74. Smith, sapra note 15, at 895-96.
75. ina note 107 (describing the positions of various countries at the ILO); infra notes 219-20 and
accompanying text.
76. Erna Magnus, The Social, Eonoic, and Legal Conditions ofDomestic Servants, 30 INT'L LAB.
REV. 190, 198 (1934).
77. SwINTH, supra note 72, at 130.
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feared that "[y]our wife will want to get paid . .. That means that you or I or
we have to pay for her . .. unless we are ready to do the dishes."7
8 From that
perspective arose domestic workers' modem rallying cry: "Domestic workers
do the work that makes all other work possible."79
National sovereigns, individually and collectively, marginalized domestic
workers throughout the twentieth century. These regimes provide a preface to
the twenty-first-century legal phenomenon at this Article's heart and detailed in
Part III: domestic workers crossing legal borders, both geographic and
intangible, to challenge their exclusion and the meaning of sovereignty.
1. American Labor Protections
The twentieth century's progressive legal reforms largely left domestic
workers alone and behind. At the turn of the twentieth century, the Supreme
Court interpreted the Constitution as antagonistic towards state regulation of
working conditions. 8 When Congress finally passed the New Deal statutes
with a more hospitable Supreme Court, two main groups of workers were
excluded: agricultural workers and domestic workers. These exclusions occur
de jure from the National Labor Relations Act (NLRA),
8 the Fair Labor
Standards Act (FLSA), 82 and the Occupational Safety and Health Act
(OSHA), 8 and sub silentio, based on employer size, from Title VII of the Civil
Rights Act.84
Domestic workers confronted courts that reinforced their exclusion,
viewing the households as sovereign. In 1939, the Minnesota Supreme Court
upheld the criminal conviction of a male domestic worker who picketed outside
the home of his employer of sixteen years, who had terminated the worker for
78. Id. at 131.
79. See Gabe Ortiz, Julidn Castro Unveils Plan Ensuring Dignity and Vital Protections for Domestic
Workers, DAILY Kos (Oct. 3, 2019), https://www.dailykos.com/stories/2019/10/3/18898
55/-Juli-n-
Castro-unveils-plan-ensuring-dignity-and-vital-protections-for-domestic-workers
[https://perma.cc/8TEW-TCRV] (noting this "mantra among domestic workers"); see also Noha
Shawki, 'The Work that Makes all Other Work Possible': Domestic Work and Contemporary
Domestic Worker Organizingfor Justice and Dignity in the United States, 25 J. PEACE & JUST
STUD. 143 (2015).
80. See, e.g., Lochner v. New York, 198 U.S. 45 (1905) (holding that state law limiting bakers'
working hours was unconstitutional).
81 National Labor Relations Act, 29 U.S.C. §152(3) ("The term 'employee' .. . shall not include any
individual employed as an agricultural laborer, or in the domestic service of any family or person
at his home, or any individual employed by his parent or spouse").
82. Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938, ch. 676, 52 Stat. 1060 (1938); supra note 13 (describing how
FLSA was amended in 1974 to include some domestic workers); see also ALICE KESSLER-
HARRIS, IN PURSUIT OF EQUITY: WOMEN, MEN, AND THE QUEST FOR ECONOMIC CITIZENSHIP IN
TWENTIETH-CENTURY AMERICA 106 (2001) (noting how the Fair Labor Standards Act's original
exclusion of agricultural and domestic workers affected African Americans, who
disproportionately occupied these professions).
83. 29 U.S.C. §652(5); 29 C.F.R. § 1975.6 (2015) (interpreting OS1A to exclude domestic workers).
84. 42 U.S.C. §2000e(b) (2012) (setting a minimum employer size of fifteen).
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being a union member. 8 5The Court held that "an employee working in a
private residence located in a residential district [may not] peacefully picket
such residence to enforce economic demands," explaining that "[tihe home is
an institution, not an industry."86 (In contrast, official statistics include "private
household" as an industry.) At the end of the twentieth century, a New York
court premised its statutory interpretation on the idea that the legislature would
never "reach into private homes and . . . subject private employment
relationships of the most personal kind to governmental control."88 Judicial
refusals to view the home as a publicly regulated workplace thus reinforced
statutory exclusions.
In theory, domestic workers facing either hostile work environments or
unpaid wages could instead seek redress, respectively, under state tort and
contract law. In practice, however, the common law offered little redress.
Domestic workers may bring a claim against employers for intentional
infliction of emotional distress (IIED) or breach of contract, but each doctrine
poses barriers to recovery. Successful IIED claims require extreme and
"outrageous" factual predicates and a severe level of emotional distress.8 9 In
Lipenga v. Kambalame, a federal court recognized a plaintiffs IED claim
based on her "sleeping on a wooden floor in the basement with only one
blanket"; working "grueling hours"; having her work filed, so that her
employers could wait "for her to make a mistake and then berate[] her to tears";
being subjected to her employers' intentional humiliation of her before the
Malawaian community by accusing her of stealing and "sleeping with [the
defendant's] boyfriend"; and, finally, being threatened with deportation.0 The
court, however, recognized the claim only insofar as the conduct caused the
plaintiff "mental, emotional, and physical anguish to the point that she could
not eat, suffered a rash over her whole body, and had to be hospitalized [and]
was medically diagnosed with anxiety and depression."9 1 Even if plaintiffs are
willing to pursue litigation, extreme conduct and severe emotional distress may
be particularly difficult to argue. Conduct that seems outrageous and distress
that seems severe when found in more traditional workplaces may appear less
so in a private home setting. Similarly, the informality and flexibility of many
agreements in domestic work may render such agreements void under contract
85. State v. Cooper, 285 NW. 903, 904 (Minn. 1939).
86. Id.




88. Thomas v. Dosberg, 672 N.Y.S.2d 164, 165 (App. Div. 1998).
89. See, e.g., RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS §46 (AM. LAW INST. 1965) (defining "Outrageous
Conduct Causing Severe Emotional Distress").
90. See, e.g., Lipenga v. Kambalame, 219 F. Supp. 3d 517 (D. Md. 2016).
91. Id. at 529.
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law. 9 2 Thus, traditional tort and contract remedies often do not reach domestic
worker grievances.
These longstanding U.S. statutory exclusions and the lack of alternative
remedies in common law motivate the growing movement for domestic
workers' rights as exemplified by the NDWA. The NDWA is a membership-
based organization that, by its own estimates, includes tens of thousands of
domestic workers across seventeen states.9 3 Founded in 2007, the NDWA
united thirteen regional domestic worker organizations, which themselves grew
in the 1990s from ethnicity-based domestic worker centers, outside the focus of
traditional labor organizers.94 NDWA's broad goal is "to change how we value
care, women, families, and our communities" through local and national
campaigns as well as inclusive technological innovation.
Although proposed federal legal changes have yet to pass, NDWA has
achieved success at the local level. As of May 2020, nine states and the cities
of Seattle and Philadelphia have adopted Domestic Worker Bills of Rights
(DWBRs). 9 While the content of the bills varies from state to state, most
restate existing law and include new protections." Senator Kamala Harris and
Congresswoman Pramila Jayapal, in coordination with the NDWA, recently
introduced ambitious federal legislation with an expansive array of
92. See, e~g., Velez v. Sanchez, 693 F.3d 308 (2d Cir. 2012). Velez affirmed the district court's
decision that "the oral contract was void because full performance of the contract, including full
payment of Velez's college education, was not possible within a year and thus violated the New
York Statute of Frauds." Idat 331. "Velez provided childcare as well as household services such
as laundry, cleaning, and vacuuming. Her services were substantial; she stated at her deposition
that for months she worked eleven to twelve hours a day, seven days a week, all without the
promised pay [of $80 per week]. Her childcare responsibilities also prevented her from attending
high school."Id. at 314.
93. NATIONAL DOMESTIC WORKERS ALLIANCE, https://www.www.domesticworkers.org/about-us
[https://perma.cc/6NJI-VRPK].
94. See Boris & Nadasen, supra note 35, at 413, 425.
95. NATIONAL DOMESTIC WORKERS ALLIANCE, supra note 93.
96. See, e.g., NATIONAL DOMESTIC WORKERS ALLIANCE LABS (NDWALABS),
https://www.ndwalabs.org/alia [https://perma.cc/HAB7-LJFG] (describing Alia, "an online
platform to help house cleaners get benefits").
97. The states are California, Nevada, Oregon, New York, Connecticut, Illinois, Hawaii,
Massachusetts, and New Mexico. NATIONAL DOMESTIC WORKERS ALLIANCE,
bttps://www.www.domesticworkers.org/#bor-states [https://perma.cc/L7P3-BDEZ]; see also
Seattle, Wash., Ordinance 125627 (July 27, 2018). See generally Oscar Perry Abello, PhilleSets
New Gold Standard for Domestic Worker Protections, NEXT CITY (Nov. 7, 2019),
https://nextcityorg/daily/entry/philly-sets-new-gold-standard-for-domestic-worker-protections
[https://perma.cc/8RRL-U7P8] (describing the passage of the "gold standard," including
Philadelphia's "first-of-its-kind mandate to create an employer-funded portable benefits system"
for domestic workers).
98. Sarkar, supra note 24, at 438. These new protections under state law, some of which are unique to
domestic workers, echo the International Labour Organization (ILO) by including requirements
that employers and employees fashion a signed, written agreement outlining duties;
antidiscrimination protections from which domestic workers are federally excluded; and concerns
about domestic worker privacy. See Gaia Bernstein & Zvi Triger, Over-Parenting, 44 U.C. DAVIS
L. REV. 1221, 1227 (2011) (describing the role of domestic worker monitoring devices, including
",nanny cams," in intensive parenting).
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protections.99 If passed, the protections in the federal DWBR would include,
but not be limited to, fair scheduling practices, paid sick time,
antidiscrimination rights, a written work agreement, and strengthened anti-
retaliation rules for workers reporting violations of their rights.10 0
While significant, the proposed federal DWBR should not be understood
as the sole, or even the primary, mechanism to vindicate domestic workers'
rights. Domestic workers are challenging legal exclusions on a number of
fronts, including as international workers operating in international legal
arenas, which have not historically been solicitous of their desires.
2. International Labor Protections
Throughout the twentieth century, domestic workers were acknowledged
but largely sidelined at the international level, even as the International Labour
Organization (ILO) vindicated the rights of many workers. The ILO was born
with the League of Nations and with the U.S. labor movement's assistance.O
The ILO passes conventions on topics such as migrant labor that are binding on
the member countries that have ratified them.1 02
Early in its history, the ILO seemed prepared to address working
conditions for domestic workers. In the 1930s, the organization expressed
concerns about the "moral dangers" of domestic work, including possible
exposure to "prostitution."03 Shortly after World War II, the ILO's
Correspondence Committee on Women's Work recommended action to
99. Kamala Harris, Pramia Jayapal & Ai-jen Poo, Change Begins at Home-and on the Floor of
Congress, CNN (Nov. 29, 2018), https://www.cnu.com/2018/11/29/opinions/domestic-workers-
bill-of-rights-harris-poo-jayapal/index.html [https://perma.cc/7HVX-9TDG]
100. Domestic Workers Bill ofRights Act, H.R. 3760, 116th Cong. (2019).
101. Samuel Gompers, the then head of the American Federation of Labor, chaired the 1919
commission that drafted the ILO Constitution, an interwar paean to global worker solidarity.
History of the ILO, INT'L LABOUR ORG., https://www.ilo.org/glohal/about-the-ilo/history/lang--
en/index.htm [https://perma.cc/7S4S-FBR5].
102. Every year at the International Labour Conference, member States are represented by a delegation
comprised of varying interests: two government delegates, an employer delegate, and a worker
delegate. International Labour Conference, INT'L LABOUR ORG.,
https://www.ilo.org/global/about-the-ilo/how-the-ilo-works/international-labour-conference/lang--
en/index.htm [https://perma.ccICAH4-8Q29]. The ILO also offers nonbinding recommendations
sometimes, but not always, tied to a convention-to assist governments. Conventions and
Recommendations, INT'L LABOUR ORG., https://www.ilo.org/global/standards/introduction-to-
international-labour-standards/conventions-and-recommendations/lang--en/index.htm
[https://perma.cc/RU4Z-WHDH]; See also Jaya Ramji-Nogales, Migration Emergencies, 68
HASTINGS L.J. 609, 627 (2017) (noting how the treaties relating to labor migration "have been
largely ratified by sending states rather than receiving states").
103. Eileen Boris & Jennifer N. Fish, Decent Work for Domestics: Feminist Organizing, Worker
Empowerment, and the ILO, in TOWARDS A GLOBAL HiSTORY OF DOMESTIC AND CAREGIVING
WORKERS 530, 530 (Dirk Hoerder, Elise van Nederveen Meerkerk & Silke Neunsinger eds.,
2015).
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"upgrade domestic work," including by establishing "minimum standards
through model contract and legal regulations."
04
The concern for and moral panic surrounding domestic workers faded,
however, as the ILO focused on the overwhelmingly male, European industrial
workforce.' 0 5 No domestic workers' convention surfaced in the middle of the
twentieth century, in part because of the lack of interest among established
women's rights advocates. Historians have argued that "Western feminists
were less interested in improving a low-waged occupation dominated by
women of color and ethnic minorities than in seeking equal rights
legislation."10 6 The conditions of domestic workers failed to attract concern,
including among more elite women.
The antipathy toward domestic work standards unified the mid-twentieth-
century world: Western capitalist countries, the Soviet bloc, and Asian and
Latin American countries all, for different reasons, supported the exclusion of
domestic workers from international labor standards. 107 The ILO's
unemployment convention provides one example. The ILO approved the
convention on unemployment benefits, yet the convention explicitly allows
countries to exclude "domestic" workers from the benefits system.'0s The ILO,
like the Minnesota Supreme Court, familiarly distinguished domestic work
from "real," industrial work.' 09
Well-organized domestic workers would finally win international
standards from the ILO with the 2011 passage of the Domestic Workers
Convention (DWC). 10 An ILO bureaucrat described domestic workers'
104. Eileen Boris & Jennifer N. Fish, "Slaves No More": Making Global Labor Standards for
Domestic Workers, 40 FEMINIST STUD. 411, 419 (2014).
105. See Boris & Fish, supra note 103, at 530-32; Guy Standing, The ILO: An Agency for
Globalization?, 39 DEv. & CHANGE 355, 357-58 (2008) (characterizing those protected under the
ILO's mandate as "mainly male workers in stable full-time, unionized jobs"); id. at359 n.4 (noting
the gendered implications ofthe ILO's "'breadwinner' model oflabourism").
106. See Boris & Fish, supra note 104, at 414.
107. Poland, for example, argued that "the question of the status of domestic workers was of no
practical importance" in communist countries, while Asian and Latin American delegates focused
on domestic workers as part of the family and therefore outside of labor laws. Id. at 421.
108. Convention Ensuring Benefit or Allowances to the Involuntarily Unemployed art. 2(2)(a), June 23,
1934,40 U.N.T.S. 45.
109. Boris & Fish, supra note 104, at 421. There was also a short-lived belief that there would be little
international competition in domestic service.Id.
110. Convention (No. 189) concerning decent work for domestic workers, June 15, 2011, 2955
U.N.T.S. 407 [hereinafter DWC]. The unique process by which the DWC was passed has been
chronicled and criticized by a few scholars. See, e.g., Leila Kawar, Making the Machine Work:
Technocratic Engineering of Rights Jbr Domestic Workers at the International Labour
Organization, 21 IND. J. GLOBAL LEGAL STUD. 483, 505 (2014) ("Standards for domestic workers
entered the corpus of international labor law through a process that was powered by a transnational
advocacy campaign but steered by members of the ILO's Geneva-based secretariat."); ADELLE
BLACKETT, EVERYDAY TRANSGRESSIONS: DOMESTIC WORKERS' TRANSNATIONAL CHALLENGE
TO INTERNATIONAL LABOR LAW (2019) (describing the process of the DWC's passage from the
point ofview ofits principal legal architect).
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"presen[ce] in the room" at the 2010 International Labor Conference as
reflecting the "reality on the ground," while others characterized the dynamic
as "electrifying." "' Substantively, the DWC demands the "promotion and
realization" of specific rights: the right to collective bargaining, 1 2 privacy
rights for the live-in worker, 1 1 3 and weekly rest of at least twenty-four
consecutive hours.14 Itdirectly addresses many of the exclusions from mid-
twentieth-century U.S. law by requiring parity in regard to occupational
safety," social security," 6 and regular payment. ' It also prohibits pregnancy
discrimination118 and demands equal access to state dispute resolution
mechanisms, rebuking the many antidiscrimination enforcement agencies that
traditionally excluded domestic workers."' 9 The DWC also conveys protections
not usually offered other workers. It requires signatories to "preferably"
legislate written contract requirements between employees and employers that
specify work conditions.120
In the end, the ephemeral vision of the ILO's Correspondence Committee
on Women's Work came to fruition, nearly half a century later, but most
countries, including the United States, have not ratified the DWC. The
signatories comprise only a small, if growing, portion of the world's
countries.121 But in those limited signatory countries, the DWC offers the
promise, however belated, of some transnational protection for the
transnational ives that many domestic workers lead.
Additionally, and as I will show, transnational protections are emerging
from outside the limited scope of the ILO and the DWC. Diplomatic
immunity's longstanding application to domestic worker disputes may be
narrowed; au pairs, portrayed as familial and cultural ambassadors outside the
111. Boris & Fish, supra note 104, at 435. Id. (describing how "[in preparatory workshops, the
[International Domestic Workers Network] had strategized on how to represent collectively the
face ofdomestic labor").
112. DWC, supra note 110, at art. 3.
113. Id at art. 6.
114. Id. at art. 10.
115. Id. at art. 13.
116. Id, atart.14.
117. Id. at art. 12.
118. Id. atart.13.
119. Id. at art. 17.
120. Id. at art. 7. These contracts hould include information on paid leave, the type and hours ofwork,
provision of food and lodging, and notice prior to termination. The DWC also contemplates
distinctly non-U.S. domestic work arrangements by recommending thatcontracts specify the terms
of repatriation, a nod to countries where employer sponsorship dictates workers' legal status. See
Chantal Thomas, Migrant Domestic Workers in Egypt: A Case Stud of the Economic Famili in
Global Context, 58 AM. J. COMP. L. 987, 999 (2010) (comparing the kafala system of Gulf States
and attendant South Asian migration with the more irregular migration of sub-Saharan African
workers to Egypt).
121. As of May 2020, the DWC has been ratified by twenty-nine countries. Ratifications of C89 -
Domestic Workers Convention, 2011 (No. 189), INT'L LABOUR ORG.,
https://www.ilo.org/dyn/normlex/en/fPp=1000:11300:0::NO:11300:P11300INSTRUMENTID:2
551460 [https://perma.cc/UD9U-9A7T] [hereinafter Ratifications ofDWC].
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law, are being recognized as workers within it; and bilateral treaties are being
catalyzed and renegotiated. These legal changes partly respond to domestic
worker grievances but also raise questions of where legal authority lies and
whose interests that authority protects. To answer those questions, it is helpful
to develop a vocabulary of sovereignty that recognizes conflicting claims by
nations, households, and individuals.
11. A WORLD OF SOVEREIGNS
Throughout history, private households have been viewed as sovereigns
outside the law.' 2 2 Twentieth-century laws passed by national sovereigns, or
even states or localities, have not always applied to private households,
including to domestic workers now pressing for their self-sovereignty. I
identify each of these three sovereignties in turn-national, household, and
self.
At its historic core, sovereignty means "the right to govern."' 23This right
carries with it the entitlement to integrity within a given geographic or bodily
domain and a right against others' interference.1 2 4 The definition is most clear
in the context of the most familiar of the three sovereignties: national
sovereignty.
National sovereignty refers to the powers of nation-states, including the
United States of America, over their nationals, as well as those within their
territorial control. Thus, federal law itself reflects national sovereignty-
including over private households.'2 5 For example, national sovereigns exercise
122. Supra notes 85-88 and accompanying text.
123. Chisholm v. Georgia, 2 U.S. 419, 472 (1793) (defining sovereignty in the context of a state's
assertion of sovereign immunity from lawsuit, later annulled by the Eleventh Amendment); see
also State ex rel. Board of Comm'rs v. Clausen, 163 P. 744, 751 (Wash. 1917) ("I think the
earliest definition of sovereignty to be found in our books is that of Jay, the first Chief Justice of
the United States [in Chisholm]."); STANFORD ENCYCLOPEDIA OF PHILOSOPHY (2016),
https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/sovereignty ("Sovereignty, though its meanings have varied
across history, also has a core meaning, supreme authority within a territory. It is a modern notion
of political authority.") (emphasis added).
124. See U.N. Charter art. 2; see also ABRAM CHAYES & ANTONIA HANDLER CHAYES, THE
NEW SOVEREIGNTY: COMPLIANCE WITH INTERNATIONAL REGULATORY AGREEMENTS 27 (1995)
(defining sovereignty as "status"); Judith Resnik & Julie Chi-hye Suk, Adding Insult to Injury:
Questioning the Role of Dignity in Conceptions of Sovereignty, 55 STAN. L. REV. 1921, 1953
(2003) (defining sovereignty to include a concept of "dignity").
125. See Margit Cohn, Legal Transplant Chronicles: The Evolution of Unreasonableness and
Proportionality Review of the Administration in the United Kingdom, 58 AM. J. COMp. L. 583, 586
(2010) ("Law is first and foremost a national construct, an expression ofnational sovereignty that
reflects and constructs a unique social and political climate."); Resnik & Suk, supra note 124, at
1943 ("Countries, as sovereign within their territorial borders, relied on a cluster of claims
mingling sovereignty, autonomy, and dignity to exercise power over those within and to choose
who, outside their boundaries, could enter.").
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their authority to regulate employment relationships through minimum-wage
laws, such as the FLSA, that create broad-based wage floors.2 6
Nations invoke their sovereignty to police physical and jurisprudential
borders. 2 7This exercise of sovereignty affects migrant workers, including
migrant domestic workers. A destination country may refuse domestic workers
legal protections, but that refusal may implicate a sending country's national
sovereignty. In other words, poor domestic worker treatment offends the
sending country's national sovereignty, insofar as the worker stands as one
with the sending country, leading national sovereigns to limit the entry or exit
of those workers.2 8
National sovereignty is not unlimited, however. International law seeks to
constrain the exercise of national sovereignty, especially where that exercise
would impose on another sovereign, including (via human rights law) over a
sovereign self. 129 Scholars have noted the "fraught relationship between
international human rights law and national sovereignty."' 13 0 Historians have
delved into the tension between anticolonial articulations of self-determination
by emergent nation-states and the late twentieth-century international human
rights movement.'31 Human rights law thus infringes national sovereignty from
above and below: it can be invoked both by international institutions and by a
nation's own citizens seeking to exercise their self-sovereignty.
The second form of sovereignty, household sovereignty, refers to the
special protections accorded to private households, because of the physical
126. Supra note 82 and accompanying text. In the U.S. context, as in other federalist countries like
India and Germany, national sovereignty must confront the sovereign claims of states and other
subnational sovereigns (such as Native American tribes). For a discussion of how sovereignty
claims affect workplace rights under U.S. federalism, see Henry H. Drummonds, The Sister
Sovereign States: Preemption and the Second Twentieth Century Revolution in the Law ofthe
American Workplace, 62 FORDHAM L. REV. 469, 537 (1993).
127. Ekiu v. United States, 142 U.S. 651, 659 (1892) ("It is an accepted maxim ofinternational law that
every sovereign nation has the power, as inherent in sovereignty, and essential to self-preservation,
to forbid the entrance of foreigners within its dominions"). Again, the location of sovereignty in
the U.S. context is often more complex. See Shayak Sarkar, Financial Immigration Federalism,
107 GEO. L.J. 1561, 1567 (2019) (explaining how "[a]lthough the federal government's power
over the subject of immigration and the status of aliens derives from a number of constitutional
provisions, states retain several powers of subnational sovereignty primarily protected by the
Tenth Amendment" (internal citations and quotation marks omitted)).
128. hfria notes 255-56 and accompanying text.
129. See W. Michael Reisman, Sovereignty and Human Rights in Contemnporary International Law, 84
AM. J. INT'L L. 866, 874 (1990) ("[M]onarchical and elitist conceptions of national sovereignty
cannot be invoked to immunize ['erstwhile tyrants'] from the writ of international law."); see also
Henry Paul Monaghan, Article III and Supranational Judicial Review, 107 COLUM. L.REV. 833,
882 (2007) (acknowledging the "[i]ssues of national sovereignty" "raised by the delegation of
lawmaking authority to international bodies" but concluding that given the role of the United
States in the "the new economic order" and "the large role that the United States plays in shaping
the new institutions," a shift in the idea of national sovereignty is inevitable)
130. Jeremy K. Kessler, The Invention of a Human Right. Conscientious Objection at the United
Nations, 1947-2011, 44 COLUM. HUM. RTS. L. REV. 753, 754 (2013).
131. See, e.g., SAMUEL MOYN, THE LAST UTOPIA: HUMAN RIGHTS IN HISTORY (2010); see also
Kessler, supra note 130, at 754-55.
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places and human relationships contained therein. The physical home protects
from government intrusion and cultivates the power to control matters within
the household.132 The role of households has thus been analogized to the role of
subnational sovereigns under federalism: "children [like states] are subject to
one sovereignty at home and to another in school." 3 3 For example, the
Constitution protects the right for one to keep certain obscene materials at
home.134
Household sovereignty is then exercised along various dimensions,
including through the hiring of workers. In addition to deciding this division of
labor, household sovereignty also facilitates consumption and production
decisions'3 5 as well as decisions around religion, spirituality, and rituals.' 
36The
human relationships associated with households reflect familial sovereignty-
the right of guardians to raise and treat their children largely as they see fit.'
3 7
132. See Suk, supra note 27, at 23 (explaining that the common law's severe treatment of burglary
reflected how "[t]he invasion of the home constituted the violation of a right so basic that it was
thought to be grounded in natural law"); see also Stephanie M. Stem, The Inviolate Home:
Housing Exceptionalism in the Fourth Amendment, 95 CORNELL L. REV. 905, 950 (2010) ("The
physical home has doctrinal value in selective contexts as a proxy for substantive privacy and
privacy of intimate association. Homes are important to privacy and personhood not because
homes symbolize intimate ties but because they so frequently shelter them.").
133. Fifield v. Ins. Co. of Pennsylvania, 47 Pa. 166, 171 (1864); see also Jeffrey A. Redding, Slicing
the American Pie: Federalism and Personal Law, 40 N.Y.U. J. INT'L L. & POL. 941, 989 (2008)
(noting conception of "states as collections of families (instead of individuals) thereby directly
connecting . .. arguments for patriarchal familial sovereignty with arguments for (patriarchal)
state sovereignty").
134. See, e.g., Stanley v. Georgia, 394 US. 557, 565 (1969) (striking down a state statute criminalizing
private possession of obscene materials as unconstitutionally "reach[ing] into the privacy of one's
own home").
135. Adam Yuet Chau, HouseholdSovereignty and Religious Subjectification: China and the Christian
West Compared, 50 RELIGION & HOUSEHOLD 492,494-95 (2014).
136. Id.
137. See, e.g., Troxel v. Granville, 530 U.S. 57, 66 (2000) (noting how "[t]he history and culture of
Western civilization reflect a strong tradition of parental concern for the nurture and upbringing of
their children"); Kevin Noble Maillard, Rethinking Children As Property: The Transitive Family,
32 CARDOZO L. REV. 225, 237 (2010) ("At common law, children were treated as chattel. As
Barbara Woodhouse argues, dominion over children is a "paradigmatic American right"because it
supports a notion of ownership that underscores the sovereignty of the family."). But see Doriane
Lambelet Coleman, Storming the Castle to Save the Children: The Ironic Costs ofA Child Welfare
Exception to the Fourth Amendment, 47 WM. & MARY L. REV. 413, 537 (2005) (arguing that
"the sovereignty of the family cannot be so impenetrable that it prevents the state from saving
children who are at real risk of maltreatment"). While the concepts of household sovereignty and
family sovereignty are intertwined, a household, unlike a family, sometimes includes only one
person and family sovereignty sometimes arises outside of physical households. Joseph A.
McFalls, Jr., What's Household? What'sa Family?, POPULATION REFERENCE BUREAU (Nov.
20, 2003), https://www.prb.org/whatsahouseholdwhatsafamily [https://perma.cc/2Y94-XDZH1
("Households and families are basic units of analysis in demography. . . . A household is
composed of one or more people who occupy a housing unit.Not all households contain families.
Under the U.S. Census Bureau definition, family households consist of two or more individuals
who are related by birth, marriage, or adoption.").
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These decisions relate the household to the surrounding world. The
production and religious dimensions of household sovereignty may intersect,
for example, in the desire for a religious nanny or kosher-observant cook.138
Gender has long played a role in the meaning of household sovereignty,
just as it has in domestic work. Historically, household sovereignty reflected
the gendered nature of coverture, the connon law dictation of a woman's
subordinate legal status during marriage and the existence of household
sovereignty solely within the husband.13 9 The eventual decline of coverture and
recognition of women's separate estates diminished these patriarchal
precepts.14 0 Yet the classic articulation of household sovereignty, that every
man is the king of his own castle, persists. Such articulations are now
contested, however, by advocates against domestic violence, among others.1 4 2
Household sovereignty can thus insulate households from governmental
authority. Concerns about the privacy interest in the home and the rights to
define religious, romantic, and familial relationships have been invoked to limit
the regulation of domestic work. 4 3 Then-California Governor Jerry Brown
refused to sign a law expanding domestic workers' rights due to concerns about
"enforc[ing] the new work rules in the privacy of people's homes."'144
However, as will be discussed in Part III, domestic workers are increasingly
challenging that exceptional treatment, including against diplomatic households
that invoke national sovereignty.4 5
The third and final form of sovereignty is self-sovereignty, which refers
broadly to individual control and freedom. 4 6 One facet of self-sovereignty is
"worker sovereignty"-the willingness to work-that temporarily trades
138. Sarkar, supra note 24, at 470-72.
139. Allison Anna Tait, The Beginning of the End of Coverture: A Reappraisal of the Married
Woman s Separate Estate, 26 YALE J.L. & FEMINISM 165, 216 (2014).
140. Id.
141. See, e.g., Semayne's Case, 77 Eng. Rep. 194, 195 (KB 1604)("[T]he house ofevery one is to him
as his . . . castle and fortress."); I HENRY PETER BROUGHAM, HISTORICAL SKETCHES OF
STATESMEN WHO FLOURISHED IN THE TIME OF GEORGE III at 53 (C. Knight & Co., 1845) ("The
poorest man mayin his cottage bid defiance to all the forces of the crown.").
142, Suk, supra note 27, at I1-12; see also In re Toussaint, No. 01-12690-TJC, 2008 WL 427278, at *2
(Bankr.D. Md. Feb. 13, 2008) (describing "[t]his is a man's world and he was King ofhis castle"
as "sexist statements").
143. Dianne Avery & Martha T. McCluskey, When Caring Is Work: Home, Health, and the Invisible
Workforce Introduction, 61 BUFF. L. REV. 253, 267 (2013).
144. Letter from Edmund G. Brown, Jr., Cal. Governor, to Cal.State Assembly (Sept. 30, 2012), in 5
LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA, JOURNAL OF THE ASSEMBLY 6879 (2011-12).
145. See infra Part Ill.
146. JEAN ELSHTAIN, SOVEREIGNTY: GOD, STATE, & SELF 204 (2012) ("In the world of hard self-
sovereignty, the self stands alone, sans any mutually constitutive relationship to the world. This
does not mean that hard sovereign selves refuse to marry or shun friends. No; rather, the point is
that such relationships are seen as incidental to the self, not essentially definitive of one's
identity."). Eshtain, however, also develops a soft self-sovereignty that is not about the "self as
radically in control"; rather, Elshtain argues (drawing upon Milan Kundera), the "full triumph of
the selfand the will-to-power" occurs "through a group project."d. at 205.
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elements of self-sovereignty for monetary compensation.4 7 In exchange for
waged work beginning at nine a.m., a worker will no longer have the ability to
meet a friend for breakfast at nine a.m. Worker sovereignty also lies at the heart
of labor law.14 8
Outside of the workplace, self-sovereignty acquires even greater
significance, with domestic work charting new frontiers. Judge Louis Pollak
delineated "the inner realm of wholly private conduct-the realm in which
each of us is her or his own sovereign."49 Others view self-sovereignty as
encompassing our moral choices, 5 0 our thoughts,'5 ' and perhaps also the idea
of sexual sovereignty.'5 2 Accordingly, when the private household becomes a
workplace, live-in domestic workers may exercise their most intimate forms of
sovereignty in their home, which is nonetheless a space owned and controlled
by their household employer.
It is precisely because national, household, and self-sovereignty have
imprecise definitions and limits that, as this Article argues, domestic workers'
rights test those limits. Live-in domestic workers hope to exercise self-
sovereignty through new protections for privacy rights, for example.' 
5 3 Yet
employers' household sovereignty might dictate constraints on the domestic
workers' "private" lives through intrusive surveillance-consider the
147. Lawrence Blades expressed concerns about this tradeoff in the context of at-will employment:
"[T]he freedom of the individual is threatened whenever he becomes dependent upon a private
entity possessing greater power than himself. Foremost among the relationships of which this
generality is true is that of employer." Employment at Will vs. Individual Freedom: On Limiting
the Abusive Exercise ofEmployer Power, 67 COLUM. L. REV. 1404, 1404 (1967). The term
"worker sovereignty" has been sparsely used in the legal literature but appears to denote freedom
to accept or reject a labor market offer. See, e.g., Christine Jolls, Accommodation Mandates, 53
STAN. L. REV. 223, 240 (2000). Andrew Elmore's use of "worker sovereignty" conveys a more
robust sense of power and workplace standards. Egalitarianism andExclusion: U.S. Guest Worker
Programs and a Non-Subordination Approach to the Labor-Based Admission ofNonprofessional
Foreign Nationals, 21 GEO. IMMIGR. L.J. 521, 556 (2007).
148. Pac. Sw. Airlines v. NLRB, 587 F.2d 1032, 1037 (9th Cir. 1978) ("But as the [National Labor
Relations Act] expressly dictates, employee freedom must be paramount.") (citing 29 U.S.C. §
159(b)).
149. Louis H. Pollak, Advocating Civil Liberties: A Young Lawyer Before the Old Court, 17 HARV.
C.R.-C.L. L. REV. 1, 23 (1982).
150. Richard H. Fallon, Jr., Two Senses ofAutonomy, 46 STAN. L. REV. 875 875 (1994) (contrasting
"descriptive autonomy, which considers the impact of external causal factors on individual
liberty," with "ascriptive autonomy, which represents each person's sovereignty over her moral
choices.").
151. H. Richard Uviller, Foreword: Fisher Goes on the Quintessential Fishing Expedition and Hubbell
Is Offthe Hook, 91 J. CRIM. L. & CRIMINOLOGY 311, 324 n.50 (2001) (noting "the [Constitution's]
special concern with a person's sovereignty over the contents of his mind, in contrast with entitled
security in places and things").
152. Sonia K. Katyal, Sexuality and Sovereignty: The Global Limits and Possibilities of Lawrence, 14
WM. &MARY BILL RTS. J 1429, 1435 (2006) (defining "sexual sovereignty" as "the intersectional
convergence of three separate prisms: spatial privacy, expressive liberty, and deliberative
autonomy"). Insofar as spatial privacy is a component, sexual sovereignty may lie at the
intersection ofself-sovereignty and household sovereignty, though one can imagine how the latter
might actually diminish sexual sovereignty depending on the household's composition.
153. See, e.g., DWC, supra note 110, at art. 17.
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proliferation of "nanny cams." 1 5 4 National sovereignty allows countries to
formally decline certain standards, including the DWC. 5 5 However, they may
not decline other standards-such as the non-derogable prohibition on slavery,
a fundamental recognition of each person's self-sovereignty.16
The migration of domestic workers presents another intersection of these
sovereignties. For each individual domestic worker who crosses a border and
household threshold in pursuit of employment, the migration represents an
exercise of self-sovereignty. However, to view those individual choices in a
vacuum would obscure the additional exercise of national sovereignty. Some
countries have adopted explicit programs to promote and train people for
migration. 5 7The Philippines' Technical Education and Skills Development
Authority (TESDA), for example, certifies prospective Filipina hostesses in
Tokyo on basic Japanese language skills as well as on singing and dancing.5 8
These policies channel individuals' exercise of self-sovereignty to further the
national sovereigns' foreign relations and economic development goals. When
those individual domestic workers experience mistreatment abroad, the sending
country may invoke its national sovereignty to protect its emigrants.59
The language of sovereignty-particularly national, household, and self-
sovereignty-provides a useful vocabulary to understand the tensions
surrounding domestic workers' rights. One commentator, observing the
relationships between affluent, "professional," modem women and their less
privileged maids, breezily asserted that, in domestic work, the "new masters are
154. Bernstein & Triger, supra note 98, at 1227.
155. DWC, supra note 1 10.
156. The Geneva Slavery Convention established freedom from slavery as a non-derogable right, and
this has been reiterated by a number of other international instruments. See Slavery Convention,
Sept. 25, 1926, 212 U.N.T.S. 17; accordlnternational Covenant on Civil and Political Rights art.
1(2), Dec. 16, 1966, 999 U.N.T.S. 171; see also American Convention on Human Rights art. 6,
Nov. 22, 1969, 1144 U.N.T.S. 123; The Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and
Fundamental Freedoms Iuman Rights art. 4, Nov. 4, 1950, 213 U.N.TS. 221. In contrast, the right
to be free from forced labor is derogable, reflecting international law'srecognition of mandatory
military service and prison labor. Convention Concerning Forced or Compulsory Labour art. 2,
June 28, 1930, 39 U.N.T.S. 55. As courts have explained, the lines between slavery and domestic
work are hardly neat. See, e g., U.S. v. Mussry, 726 F.2d 1448, 1451 (9th Cir. 1984) ("Yesterday's
slave may be today's migrant worker or domestic servant."). Mussry was largely contradicted by
the U.S. Supreme Court's decision in U.S. v. Kozninski, 487 U.S. 931 (1988), but then vindicated
by the passage of the Trafficking Victims Protection Act of 2000, Pub. L. No. 106-386, 114 Stat.
1466 (codified as amended at 18 U.S.C. §1581 (2006)). See generall Kathleen Kim, The
Coercion of Trafficked Workers, 96 IOWA L. REV. 409, 420-36 (2011) (discussing this statutory
history).
157. See, e.g., ROBYN MAGAT RODRIGUEZ, MIGRANTS FOR EXPORT: HOW THE Pl-1LIPPINE STATE
BROKERS LABOR TO THE WORLD 32-39 (2010) (describing migrant skills training through the
TESDA); see also Dean Alegado & Gerard Finin, Exporting People: The Philippines and Contract
Labor in Paau, 12 CONTEMP. PAc. 359, 361-62 (2000).
158. Rhacel Salazar Parrefias, Trafficked? Filipino Hostesses in Tokyo's Nightlife Industy, 18 YALE
J.L. & FEMINISM 145, 153-54 (2006).
159. Infia Section IILC.
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. . . newly empowered women."'6 0 While acknowledging the significance of
these dynamics, I disagree with this assertion concerning the identity of the
"new masters." On a closer look, the new masters-the ultimate sovereigns if
you will-in domestic worker relationships are not so easily identified.
Nations, households, and domestic workers present distinct and conflicting
claims of sovereignty across various international legal arenas.
III. A WORLD OF LAW ENTERS OUR DooRS
Despite their relative social, economic, and sex-based marginalization,
domestic workers are fighting for dignity and legal protection, in part by
forging law across borders. Their efforts to assert self-sovereignty often
interact with others' assertions of sovereignty, whether that of private
households or nation-states. This Part examines three sites of contention
between national, household, and self-sovereignty.
First, I consider diplomatic household employers who invoke the rights of
their national sovereigns to protect their households against claims by domestic
workers. Aggrieved domestic workers working in affluent countries have
challenged the scope of diplomatic immunity. To date, diplomatic households
have successfully invoked diplomatic immunity to shield their mistreatment of
domestic employees. However, as the U.K. Supreme Court has suggested, a
doctrinal pivot could end the impunity of tyrannical household employers.' 
6 '
endorse this effort to narrow diplomatic immunity's application and preserve
destination country legal actions, as it would vindicate the Vienna Convention
on Diplomatic Relations (Vienna Convention), 162 destination countries'
national sovereignty, and domestic workers' self-sovereignty all at once.
In the second arena, au pairs, generally characterized as international
emissaries, have leveraged U.S. antitrust law and local employment protections
against claims that their emissary-like status precludes their rights as workers.
Au pairs have thereby forced households to recognize minimum workplace
standards.
Bilateral treaties comprise the third and final arena. Domestic workers
have persuaded countries of origin to exercise their sovereign prerogatives on
behalf of emigrant workers-a mirror-image of au pairs' use of the destination
160. Tripti Lahiri, 'I Won't Do Toilets': The Unvarnished Reality ofLife as a Maid in India, GUARDIAN
(Aug. 16, 2017), https://www.theguardian.com/inequality/2017/aug/I6/i-wont-do-toilets-
unvamished-reality-life-maid-in-india-tripti-lahiri [https://perma.cc/6AZL-BYC3].
161. William S. Dodge, Loose Cannons: InternationalLaw and Statutory Interpretation in the Twenty-
First century, in INTERNATIONAL LAW IN THE U.S. SUPREME COURT: CONTINUITY AND CHANGE
547 (2011) (distinguishing "avoiding interference with the sovereign authority of other nations"
"from avoiding violations of international law").
162. Vienna Convention on Diplomatic Relations, Apr, 18, 1961, 23 U.S.T. 3227, 500 U.N.T.S. 95
[hereinafter Vienna Convention].
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countries' sovereignty. Accounts of abuse have convinced workers' countries
of origin that their sovereignty is impugned when their citizens' self-
sovereignty is impugned. The resulting bilateral treaties expose how self- and
national sovereignty can be intertwined and potentially trigger social change.
However, the road remains fraught, with bilateral relationships continuing to
ebb and flow.
All three transnational legal arenas illustrate how domestic workers' self-
sovereignty challenges household and national sovereignty. Domestic workers'
rights have compelled households and nations to rethink the powers they do
and should possess.
A. The Scope ofDiplomatic Immunity
Domestic workers' self-sovereignty may face great challenges when a
diplomatic household invokes its sending country's national sovereignty. These
diplomatic households combine their household and national sovereignty to
neuter domestic workers' rights and the destination country's laws.
Specifically, diplomats who hire domestic workers have successfully invoked
the defense of diplomatic immunity against domestic worker lawsuits.163
Diplomacy thus becomes an ironic conduit for diplomats, sometimes with their
sending sovereigns' complicity, to violate international law.' 64
This Section demonstrates how national sovereigns influence, and are
influenced by, foreign judicial constructions of treaty-based diplomatic
immunity. While this Article is largely descriptive, here I make explicit
normative recommendations to narrow the scope of diplomatic immunity. I
argue that dicta from Reyes v. Al-Malki, a recent decision from the U.K.
Supreme Court that limits the applicability of the commercial exception from
the Vienna Convention, provides a path forward to vindicate domestic workers'
rights against invocations of diplomatic immunity.'6 5
By placing domestic worker employment outside the commercial
exception of the Vienna Convention, courts can vindicate domestic workers'
rights. The rights of sovereigns and servants are not incompatible, and it is this
false dichotomy that has impeded legal change. The current moment and its
attendant jurisprudence provide a path forward for reform.
163. See, e.g., Baoanan v. Baja, 627 F. Supp 2d 155, 159-60 (S.D.N.Y. 2009). See generally Derrick
Howard, Twenty-First Century Slavey: Reconciling Diplomatic Immunity and the Rule qfLaw in
the Obama Era, 3 ALA. C.R. & C.L.L. REV. 121, 150-153 (2012) (analyzing Baoanan's
significance).
164. See G.A. Res. 55/25 (Nov. 15, 2000); see also Convention on Action Against Trafficking in
Human Beings, May 16, 2005, 197 ET.S. 1.
165. Reyes v. Al-Malki [2017] UKSC 61 (appeal taken from Eng.).
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Diplomatic immunity enjoys a pedigreed history. The governments of
ancient Greece and Rome laid the foundations of modern immunity.
6 6 Such
immunities persisted for millennia as a matter ofcustom and were codified in
international law through the post-World War 11 Vienna Conventions.
6 7
Of the two Vienna Conventions, the Vienna Convention on Diplomatic
Relations is the most relevant here. The Vienna Convention on Consular
Relations stipulates a lower-level consular immunity, which still permits
certain criminal liability and does not attach to family members. 
6 8 The Vienna
Convention on Diplomatic Relations (Vienna Convention) stipulates a higher-
level diplomatic immunity.169 In contrast with consular immunity, diplomatic
immunity includes absolute immunity from criminal jurisdiction 170 and
members of a diplomatic agent's household enjoy immunity.1
7 1
In the modem-day United States, the State Department generally confers
diplomatic status, to which diplomatic immunity applies.1
72 This is part and
parcel of the Executive Branch's constitutional powers in foreign relations.
7 3
When a defendant with diplomatic status invokes diplomatic immunity,
however, a court may find an exception to diplomatic immunity's attachment,
notwithstanding diplomatic status.1
74
166. LINDA FREY & MARSHA FREY, THE HISTORY OF DIPLOMATIC IMMUNITY 496 (1999); Diplomatic
and Consular Immunity: Guidance jor Law Enforcenent and Judicial Authorities, U.S. DEPT OF









167. Vienna Convention, supra note 162; Vienna Convention on Consular Relations, Apr. 24, 1963, 21
U.S.T. 77, T.I.A.S. No. 6820 [hereinafter VCCR].
168. This does not extend to a "grave crime," assuming that an arrest for the grave crime is made
"pursuant to a decision by the competent judicial authority." VCCR, supra note 167, at art. 41(1);
see also Diplomatic and Consular Immunity, supra note 166, at 10-12 (describing immunities for
members of consular posts).
169. Diplomatic and Consular Immunity, supra note 166, at 7-9.
170. Vienna Convention, supra note 162, at art. 31(1) ("A diplomatic agent shall enjoy immunity from
the criminal jurisdiction of the receiving State.").
171. Id. at art. 37.
172. Pursuant to an agreement with the United Nations, representatives of foreign missions in New
York are entitled to diplomatic immunity in the United States. Agreement Between the United
Nations and the United States of America Regarding the Headquarters ofthe United Nations, U.S.-
U.N, art. V, June 26, 1947, 61 Stat.758, 11 U.N.T.S. 11 (establishing that representatives to the
United Nations shall be entitled to the same immunities and privileges as diplomatic envoys). This
agreement was dramatically invoked by India as a means to upgrade foreign service officer
Devyani Khobragade's immunity from consular to diplomatic and allow her to repatriate to India
instead of facing criminal charges stemming from her conduct pertaining to a domestic worker.
United States v. Khobragade, 15 F. Supp. 3d 383, 383-84 (S.D.N.Y 2014).
173, See Chimane I. Keitner, The Common Law of Foreign Official knmuniy, 14 GREEN BAG 2D at 61,
71 (2010) ("Courts should treat Executive representations about status-based immunity as
conclusive because they are a function of the Executive's power under Article II, section 3 of the
Constitution to accredit diplomats ('receive ambassadors') and, by implication, to recognize
foreign heads of state.").
174. See Gonzalez Paredes v. Vila, 479 F.Supp. 2d 187, 194 (DD.C. 2007) ("The Department of State
certified the defendants' diplomatic status, and it is not for this Court to revoke or question it, but
rather only to determine if an exception to diplomatic immunity set forth in the Convention
applies."); Jungquist v. Nahyan, 940 F. Supp. 312, 321-22 (D.D.C. 1996), revd in part on other
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Additionally, since diplomatic immunity inheres from the defendant's
sovereign, that sovereign may be asked to waive its diplomat's immunity. In
Sabbithi v. Al Saleh, a case involving a domestic worker, the Criminal Section
of the Department of Justice's (DOJ) Civil Rights Division asked the State
Department to request Kuwait to waive the defendant's diplomatic immunity so
that DOJ might bring criminal charges.' 1Unsurprisingly, Kuwait denied the
request, and the defendant repatriated, as is often the case.'76
A civil case, however, is distinct from a criminal case, in part because there
are exceptions to diplomatic imrtunity for commercial activity. 7 7 The Vienna
Convention itself denies diplomatic immunity for "an action relating to any
professional or commercial activity exercised by the diplomatic agent in the
receiving State outside his official functions."17 8
The United States government has consistently argued that the commercial
activities exception to immunity is not applicable to domestic worker
employment, and foreign jurisdictions have agreed. In particular, the Executive
Branch has taken the position that the commercial activities exception does not
reach "contractual relationships for goods and services incidental to the daily
life of the diplomat and family in the receiving State."''7 9 Courts have agreed
with the Executive Branch's position.'8 0 This position also finds support in
Congress's debates over the Vienna Convention, during which federal officials
described the "commercial activity" exception as "minor" and "probably
meaningless." 181 The Fourth Circuit aptly summarized the resulting
"unfairness" as follows: "[Congress and the Executive Branch] have
determined that apparent inequity to a private individual is outweighed by the
great injury to the public that would arise from permitting suit against the
[foreign-state] entity or its agents."' 82 Courts in France and the Netherlands
grounds, 115 F.3d 1020 (D.C. Cir. 1997) ("In sum, the determination of a diplomat's status as
such is made by the State Department, not the Court").
175. Statement of Interest of the United States of America, Sabbithi v. Al Saleb, 605 F. Supp. 2d 122
(D.D.C. 2009) (No. 07-115).
176. Id. Similarly, the government of India declined to waive Devyani Khobragade's immunity based
on criminal charges for visa fraud and false testimony pertaining to her employment ofa domestic
worker, and Khobragade also repatriated. Khobragade, 15 F. Supp. 3d at 384.
177. Congress has formalized the broad "privileges and immunities" attendant to the Vienna
Convention in legislation. 22 U.S.C. § 254b-d.
178. Vienna Convention, supra note 162, at art. 31(1)(c).
179. Tabion v. Mufti, 73 F.3d 535, 538 (4th Cir. 1996); see also Gonzalez Paredes, 479 F. Supp. 2d at
193 (noting that the government's position is consistent with that articulated twenty-one years
earlier in Tabion).
180 Martina Vandenberg & Alexandra Levy, Human Trafficking and Dipomatic Immunity: Impunity
No More?, 7 INTERCULTURAL HuM. RTS L. REv. 77, 92 (2012) (drawing on Tabion to explain
that "[u]nless a diplomat incorporates and operates a for-profit entity in the United States or
conducts business for profit on the side, it is unlikely that civil litigation againsta sitting diplomat
will stick under the commercial activity exception. Merely hiring a domestic worker is not
enough").
181. Tabion,73F.3dat538n.6.
182. Id. at 539.
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have also narrowly applied the exception to deny domestic workers relief from
diplomatic employers.'8 3
Notably, diplomatic immunity does not last in perpetuity. Pursuant to the
Vienna Convention, diplomats generally lose their immunity when they lose
their diplomatic status. 1 84 Nevertheless, "with respect to acts performed by such
a person in the exercise of [their] functions as a member of the mission,
immunity shall continue to subsist."'8 5 This "residual immunity" is a concept
derived from the Vienna Convention, though it is not a term expressly included
in the treaty.
Courts have denied residual immunity in relatively recent cases involving
diplomatic employers. Swarna v. Al-Awadi, a case before the Second Circuit,
involved defendants alleged to have tortured and raped a domestic worker.' 
8 6 In
Swarna, the court explained that residual, perpetual immunity did not cover
defendants' employment of the plaintiff as a domestic worker, since Swama's
employment did not meet any mission-related functions but rather the personal
desires of Al-Awadi and his family. 8 7 The Second Circuit thus held that Al-
Awadi was not entitled to residual immunity since his private employment of a
domestic worker was not an official act. As he was no longer a diplomat, the
court did not need to address the scope of article 31()(c)'s exception for
commercial activity.' 8 8 This denial of residual immunity represents an early
judicial interest in vindicating domestic workers' rights where the scope of
immunity is ambiguous.
At the end of 2017, the U.K. Supreme Court also confronted the narrow
scope of residual immunity and offered thoughtful dicta pertaining to the
exception for commercial activity, In Reyes v. Al-Malki, a Filipino national
alleged that her employers, Mr. and Mrs. Al-Malki, procured her entry visa on
representation of a monthly wage of £500, confiscated her visa on arrival, and
paid her nothing.' 8 9The lower court had held that Ms. Reyes's claims for
unpaid wages were barred by article 31 diplomatic immunity, with the main
question on appeal relating to the exception for commercial activity.190
However, the U.K. Supreme Court ultimately avoided the question, since the
183. Richard Garnett, State and Diplomatic Immunity and Employment Rights: European Law to the
Rescue?, 64 INT'L & COMP. L.Q. 783, 819 (2015) (citing cases such as Cour d'appel [CA]
[regional court of appeal] Montpellier, Oct. 17, 2012, 11/01255 to argue that"European domestic
court decisions are consistent with this view" that "an employment relationship between an
incumbent diplomat and a domestic servant is excluded from judicial review").
184. Vienna Convention, supra note 162, at art 39(2).
185. Id
186. Swarna v. Al-Awadi, 622 F.3d 123,130 (2d Cir. 2010).
187. Id. at 137-38. In addition, Al-Awadi's wife was not entitled to any residual immunity, even though
she "enjoys the same scope of immunity as her diplomat-husband while he is a member of the
mission." Id. at 133-34.
188. Id. at 140.
189. Reyes v. Al-Malki [2017] UKSC 61 [1] (appeal taken from Eng.).
190. Id. at [3].
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defendant "Mr. Al-Malki's functions as a diplomatic agent have now come to
an end, [meaning] he is no longer entitled to any immunity under Article
31."19 In the absence of diplomatic immunity, the U.K. Supreme Court's
decision followed the familiar Swarna logic on residual immunity,' 92 as "[t]he
employment and maltreatment of Ms. Reyes were not acts performed by Mr.
Al-Malki in the exercise of his diplomatic functions."'9 3
Nonetheless, Reyes offers powerful dicta arguing that the scope of the
conmercial activities exception has evolved to cover domestic work. While the
U.K. Supreme Court invoked Swarna to avoid addressing the scope of the
commercial activities exception, a majority expressed their inclination that
domestic worker employment should likely fall in this exception. In particular,
Lord Wilson, with whom the majority of his colleagues agreed, explained that
even if the "commercial activity" terms of the 1961 Convention did not
contemplate Ms. Reyes's proceedings, the meaning of the exception could have
evolved over the course of nearly six decades.'9 4 To highlight the contemporary
plaintiffs circumstances, Lord Wilson drew upon both empirical realities and
theory: the former through the submissions of charity intervenors, which
highlighted the high incidence of diplomatic households among those reported
to the government's anti-trafficking agency,195 and the latter through the idea
that "perceived immunity from claims for compensation leads diplomats to
consider that they can exploit [their domestic workers] with impunity."I 9 6 The
U.K. Supreme Court thus suggested that the immunity might not only leave the
abused without redress, but it might also incentivize the abuse itself. The Court
urged that times have changed, and so must the scope of the Vienna
Convention.
The Reyes Court also outlined mechanisms to instantiate this dicta, above
and beyond judicial adoption. In hewing to a narrow holding rather than
addressing the article 31 question itself, Lord Wilson noted that the
International Law Commission (ILC) could directly address the feasibility of
an amendment to the Vienna Convention.' 9 7 This preference for the ILC's
191. Id at [48].
192. As the U.K. Supreme Court explained, A la Swarna, because Mr. Al-Malki was no longer entitled
to diplomatic immunity, his residual immunity was only applicable to "official functions." Id. at
[3].
193. Id at [4].
194. Id. at [67].
195. For a helpful summary of the anti-trafficking paradigm as well as its criticisms, see Darryl
Li, Offhoring the Arny: Migrant Workers and the U.S. Militaly, 62 UCLA L. REV. 124, 154-57
(2015).
196. See Reyes v. Al-Malki [2017] UKSC 61 [59] (Lord Wilson) (appeal taken Eng.).See generally
Mumtaz Lalani, Ending the Abuse: Policies that Work to Protect Migrant Domestic Workers,
KALAYAAN 36 (2011), http://www.kalayaan.org.uk/documents/Kalayaan%2OReport%20final.pdf
[https://perma.cc/GR45-F5YY] (arguing that the "UK government is currently failing in its due
diligence to prevent contemporary forms of slavery amongst diplomatic domestic workers").
197. Reyes v. Al-Malki [2017] UKSC 61 [68] (Lord Wilson) (appeal taken from Eng.);see also G.A.
Res. 174 (1l), Statute of the International Law Commission art. 17 (Nov. 21, 1947). But see
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intervention reflects a desire to draw upon the expert body's study and
recommendations to justify diverging from U.S. and European courts'
interpretation of the Vienna Convention's commercial activities exception.'
9 8
These transatlantic decisions on diplomatic immunity have been dialogues
rather than one-way migrations: the United States has also leaned upon foreign
courts, including those in the United Kingdom, in construing the scope of
diplomatic immunity in the Vienna Convention."' The contours of national
sovereignty, while exercised independently, are collectively determined. This
collective determination includes workers like Ms. Reyes who challenge efforts
to cloak household sovereignty with the entitlements of the national sovereign.
As the federal DWBR attracts national and global attention, now is the
time for the United States to address the scope of diplomatic immunity, above
and beyond recent judicial decisions to limit residual immunity. Covering the
employment, though not the occasional contracting, of domestic workers as
within the commercial exception of article 31(1)(c) harmonizes with the
foundational principles acknowledged by courts and commentators-that is,
that the exception should not reach "everyday transactions" or "cover
commercial contracts incidental to the ordinary conduct of life."
2 00
The employment of a domestic worker is not incidental to the ordinary
conduct of life, even if ad hoc domestic worker services might be. While legal
definitions of employment vary, the facts in the aforementioned cases-where
plaintiffs "worked approximately seventeen hours a day, seven days a week"
2 0'
or "worked approximately 126 hours per week[, slept] in the basement with
only one sheet[, and were prevented] from leaving the household
unaccompanied" 2 0 2-leave little doubt as to how these situations are not ad
hoc contracts incidental to daily life but rather the opposite: fundamentally
commercial and unnecessary forms of lawlessness.
Rather than awaiting the ILC, the United States could lead the way. Much
of the case law, including the narrowing of residual immunity that has afforded
some justice, grew from underlying Statements of Interest by the United States,
Philippa Webb, How Far Does the Systemic Approach to Immunities Take Us?, 112 AM. J. INT'L
L. UNBOUND 16, 21 (2018) (arguing that, despite Lord Wilson's suggestion in Reves, such an
intervention by the LLC is "unlikely").
198. See Reyes v. Al-Malki [2017] UKSC 61 [20] (Lord Sumption) (summarizing American
jurisprudence on the scope of diplomatic immunity); supra notes 179-81 and accompanying text;
see also Sarah H. Cleveland & William S. Dodge, Defining and Punishing QffensesUnder
Treaties, 124 YALE L.J. 2202, 2259 (2015) (noting the role of the 1LC in the context of codifying
customary international law).
199. See, e.g., Swarna v. Al-Awadi, 622 F.3d 123,136 (2d Cir. 2010).
200. Tabion v. Mufti, 73 F.3d 535, 538 (4th Cir. 1996) (quoting EILEEN DENZA, DIPLOMATIC LAW:
COMMENTARY ON THE VIENNA CONVENTION ON DIPLOMATIC RELATIONS 166-67 (1976)).
201. Swarna, 622 F.3d at 129.
202. Baoanan v.Baja, 627 F. Supp. 2d 155, 159 (S.D.N.Y. 2009).
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which are afforded "great deference" by the courts. The State Department
could reverse its earlier position on the scope of the Vienna Convention based
on contemporary case law, including Reyes. This would be an
acknowledgement of the United Kingdom's persuasive reasoning on a legal
matter where foreign jurisprudence is relevant.2 04
The State Department could also simply invoke Reyes in a letter to all
foreign missions.2 0 Such a letter would make clear that by some date in the
not-too-distant future, domestic worker employment disputes brought into U.S.
courts will be met with Statements of Interest interpreting the exception to
cover such employment.2 06 This accords with courts' general desire to leave
sovereign conduct to executive branch action, including through memoranda of
concern to diplomatic missions concerning "abused or exploited household
servants.207
Such an approach to domestic workers' rights would not erode sovereign
immunity for two primary reasons. First, the Foreign Sovereign Immunities Act
(FSIA) "provides the sole basis for obtaining jurisdiction over a foreign state in
the courts of this country,"208 and domestic workers have tried unsuccessfully
to argue that their employment falls within the commercial activity exclusion
of the FSIA.209 Courts have held that the commercial activity exclusion in the
FSIA is distinct and applies narrowly to the state, and that attempts to hold
states vicariously liable for their diplomats' actions were unpersuasive.2 '0 Thus,
the FSIA already protects the sovereign interests of the state, and underlying
conceptions of sovereignty, in these diplomatic domestic worker cases.2 1
203. Gonzalez Paredes v. Vila, 479 F. Supp. 2d 187, 193 (DD.C. 2007); see also Howard, supra note
163, at 150 n.161.
204. See, e.g., Siobbin Mullally & Cliodhna Murphy, Double Jeopardy: Domestic Workers in
Diplomatic Households and Jurisdictional Immunities, 64 AM. J. COMp. L. 677, 690-91 (2016)
(discussing European case law).
205. See, e.g., Letter from Gilda Brancato, Attorney-Adviser, U.S. Dep't of State to Foreign Embassy 1,
3 (Oct. 23, 1990), https://2009-2017.state.gov/documents/organization/28510.pdf
[https://perma.cc/MT2R-QY88].
206. This would provide foreign missions time for compliance and generally close the loophole that has
been limited through case law denying residual immunity. See, e.g., Swarna, 622 F.3d at 140
(finding that "[r]esidual immunity . .. is no barrier to [plaintiffs] claims against the individual
defendants"). For a discussion of the distinction between status-based immunity and conduct-
based immunity, see Keitner, supra note 173, at 71.
207. See, e.g., Swarna 622 F.3d at 146 ("Indeed, the United States Department of State had requested
the implementation of such monitoring in a memorandum dated May 20, 1996, addressing, inter
alias, the Kuwaitgovernment."); Letter from Gilda Brancato, supra note 205, at 3.
208. Saudi Arabia v. Nelson, 507 U.S. 349, 355 (1993) (quoting Argentine Republic v. Amerada Hess
Shipping Corp., 488 U.S. 428, 443, (1989)).
209. Foreign Sovereign Immunities Act of 1976, Pub.L. No. 94-583, 90 Stat. 2891 (Oct. 21, 1976)
(codified at 28 U.S.C §§ 1330, 1332, 1391(f), 1441(d), 1602-1611). The plaintiffs also argued,
and the court rejected, the applicability of the tortious activity exception, which does not have the
same parallels in the Vienna Conventions. See Swarna, 622 F.3d at 144-45.
210. Swarna, 622 F.3d at 147.
211. See generallY William S. Dodge, International Comitv in American Law, 115 COLUM. L. REV.
2071, 2126 (2015) (characterizing the doctrine offoreign state immunity as codified by the FSIA
as "quite rule-like").
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Second, foreign missions for whom domestic workers are the norm could more
stringently regulate the procurement of visas for diplomatic staff's domestic
workers or choose staff members based on members' financial resources.
2 1 2
This is a minor and needed adjustment.
Narrowing diplomatic immunity through application of the commercial
activities exception will not jeopardize the important precepts of sovereign
immunity. Instead, it will empower not only domestic workers' self-
sovereignty but also the laws of national sovereigns against the most egregious
diplomatic households, who are leveraging their sending nation's sovereignty
to eliminate that of domestic workers. As such, the narrowing of diplomatic
immunity will arguably better serve the "pressing interests of safeguarding
good diplomatic relations between states" than preserving diplomatic immunity
in current form.21
B. Au Pairs
Where diplomatic employers invoke their sending nations, au pair
employers invoke the workers' sending countries and related foreign affairs
doctrine to avoid legal obligations. This Section analyzes recent case law
rejecting the idea that au pairs' internationalism and intimacy should extinguish
their sovereignty and that of worker-protective cities and states. Young workers
from afar are finally being recognized as local workers-not family
members-who can avail themselves of legal protections.
Throughout the world, au pair programs pair young immigrants with
families seeking live-in assistance, purportedly to promote cultural exchange.
While the U.S. program is only a few decades old,2 1
4 European programs were
born in the mid-twentieth century.2 15 Perhaps because of their relatively limited
numbers in the United States-just over 10,000 at any given time2 - and the
legal standing of their program, reform in the United States has been catalyzed
by litigation, rather than by more general legislative reforms.
212. That might sound slightly troubling and attenuated-the more assertive U.S. position on
diplomatic immunity would lead to wealthier or more legally compliant diplomats from sending
countries. Yet this simply corrects a market failure. Currently diplomats without means to pay
domestic labor may compel such labor under otherwise illegal force, fraud, and threats.
213. Mulally & Murphy, supra note 204, at 679.
214. The U.S. program officially and permanently began in1989.
215. See European Agreement on "Au Pair" Placement and Protocol Thereto, Nov. 24, 1969, 68 E.T.S.
I [hereinafter European Agreement on "Au Pair" Placement].
216. See Au Pairs, IRS, https://www.irs.gov/individuals/international-taxpayers/au-pairs
[https://perma.cc/Q68E-Q6M9] ("At any one time, there are approximately 12,000 au pairs in the
United States"); see also Vanessa Romo, Au Pair Sponsor Agencies Settle Wage Lawsuit, Ofer
$65.5 Million In Back Pay, NPR (Jan. 9, 2019), https://www.npr.org/2019/01/09/
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The current U.S. program requires au pairs to be between the ages of
eighteen and twenty-six, possess the equivalent of a high school degree, speak
English proficiently, pass a background check and "personality profile," and
commit to living with a family for one to two years. These requirements, and
attendant screening, are performed by State Department-designated sponsor
agencies.218
Au pairs are often painted as family members and cultural emissaries
rather than workers. The administrative announcements, statutes, and treaties
governing au pairs refer to them as "part of the family" 219 and "shar[ing] the
life of the [family]," 2 2 0 and refer to the programs as "educational and cultural
exchange" promoting "international cooperation" and the "development of
friendly . . . and peaceful relations."22 Despite au pairs being placed with
European "receiving" families222 or American "host families,,'223 au pairs are
not usually relatives of the family.22 4
Nonetheless, au pairs have long faced exclusion. Some European countries,
including Italy and the Netherlands, have argued for excluding certain au pairs
from coverage by labor standards. 2 2 5 Au pairs' unique domestic worker
experiences have been labeled a "cosmopolitan dilemma," which "demands a.
. . young woman who is educated, cosmopolitan and bilingual, but at the same
time, capable of providing loving childcare."22 6 These dualities convey how au
pairs' relative privilege does not insulate them from the general expectations
and exclusions governing domestic work 227
Host families impeded early efforts to raise au pairs' wages. In 1986, au
pairs' weekly wages stood at $100 in addition to room and board.2 2 8 Nearlya
217. Description of Participants, Au Pair Program, DEPT OF STATE: EXCHANGE VISITOR PROGRAM,
https://jlvisa. state.gov/programs/au-pair [https://perma.cc/B3RC-6FBE].
218. Description of Program Sponsors, Au Pair Program, DEP'T OF STATE: EXCHANGE VISITOR
PROGRAM, https://jivisa.state.gov/programs/au-pair#program-sponsors [https://perma.c/9M12-
T57D].
219. See Description of Participants, supra note 217.
220. European Agreement on "Au Pair" Placement, snpra note 215.
221. 22 U.S.C. §2451.
222. European Agreement on "Au Pair" Placement, supra note 215.
221 Description of Program Sponsors, supra note 218.
224. To be clear, there is no legal prohibition that precludes foreign national relatives from procuring a
J-1 visa and participating in the au pair program with a placement at their U.S. citizen relative's
household.
225. INT'L LABOUR CONF., REPORT IV(1): DECENT WORK FOR DOMESTIC WORKERS 62 (2010)
(Netherlands); id. at 66 (Italy).
226. Mirza Aguilar Pirez, The Cosmopolitan Dilemma: Fantasy, Work and the ExperiencesofMexican
Au Pairs in the USA, in AU PAIRS' LIVES IN GLOBALCONTEXT: SISTERS OR SERVANTS? 203, 204
(Rosie Cox ed., 2015) (discussing the "dilemma" among Mexican au pairs in the United States).
227. Id. at 203.
228. The Exchange Visitor Program, 60 Fed. Reg. 8,547, 8,551 (Feb. 15, 1995) (describing how "[a]ll
of the comments received objected to an increase in the weekly wage or stipend from the current
$100" per week).
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decade later, the now-defunct United States Information Agency (USIA),m
with input from the Department of Labor, proposed raising the wages from
$100 to $155-in 2019 dollars, approximately $256, or an hourly wage of less
than $6 for the official 45-hour work week. That proposal "generated
voluminous comment [and] object[ions] to [the] substantial increase"
230in
settling for a much smaller increase, the USIA explained that "the
commentators who criticized the [proposed] increase . . . reprimanded the
Agency for [its] insensitivity to the needs of American families."
231 Even now,
the au pair stipend comprises $195.75 a week, which (based on the official 45-
hour work week) results in an hourly wage of $4.35.232 These paltry hourly
wages do not account for au pairs' work beyond the official 45-hour
workweek. Regulatory battles over au pairs' wages testify to the
subordination of au pairs' interests.
Early concerns about the U.S. au pair program's seemingly exploitative
architecture failed to catalyze reform. Twentieth-century congressional efforts
to place the program under the Department of Labor, as opposed to the State
Department, failed.2 3 4 In 1998, a Congressman expressed his opposition to the
program, arguing that it was "nothing more than indentured servitude."
2 3
Federal litigation has given belated voice to these concerns by affirming au
pairs' legal rights against the illusion of au pairs as cultural attach6s and family
members with little need for the law. In Beltran v. InterExchange, Inc., a
class of au pair plaintiffs sued all fifteen State Department-designated sponsor
organizations, the exclusive entities for the recruitment and placement ofau
229. Janie A. Chuang, The U.S. Au Pair Program: Labor Exploitation and the Myth of Cultural
Exchange, 36 HARV. J.L. & GENDER 269, 281 (2013) (explaining how "the AIFS [American
Institute of Foreign Study] purposely targeted the then-U.S. Information Agency because it held
exclusive power to authorize issuance of cultural exchange visas to foreigners through its oversight
of the J-1 Exchange Visitor Program").
230. The Exchange Visitor Program, 60 Fed. Reg. at 8,551.
231.Id.
232. Beltran v. InterExchange, Inc., 176 F. Supp. 3d 1066, 1075 (D. Colo. 2016); Brye Covert, Can Au
Pairs Legally Be Paid Less Than $5 An Hour?, TIIINKPROGRESS (July 15, 2015),
https://thinkprogress.org/can-au-pairs-legally-be-paid-less-than-5-an-hour-24bl5112ff8c
[https://perma.cc/33X3-BY96].
233. Chuang, supra note 229, at 290-91 (describing how "senior lawyers at prominent firms" required
their au pairs to work "50-75 hours" during the daytime while also making them "responsible for
waking four to six times per night to feed and soothe" their babies).
234. Id. at 342.
235. SUSAN B. EPSTEIN, CONG. RES.SERV., RL 95-256, THE AU PAIR PROGRAM, I n.1 (1998). Beyond
prohibiting slavery, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, born in the wake of World War
II, also prohibits "servitude." G.A. Res. 217A (III), Universal Declaration of Human Rights art. 4
(1948). As scholars have noted, the legislative history suggests that servitude was meant to
"embrace the various functional equivalents ofslavery, such as the traffic in women, forced labor
and debt bondage." A. Yasmine Rassam,International Law and Contemporary Forms of Slavery:
An Economic andSocial Rights-Based Approach, 23 PENN ST. INT'L L. REV. 809, 809 nl (2005)
(quoting MYRES S. MCDOUGAL, HAROLD D. LASSWELL & LUNG-CHU CHEN, HUMAN RIGHTS AND
WORLD PUBLIC ORDER: THE BASIC POLICIES OF AN INTERNATIONAL LAW OF HUMAN DIGNITY
496 (1980)).
236. Beltran, 176 F. Supp. 3d.
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pairs2 The plaintiffs essentially argued that their weekly stipends ofless than
$200 were not only an illegal product ofprice-fixing by sponsor agencies, but
that employers (potentially the families and sponsors) were subject to local and
state employment laws. Since these local and state laws often demand much
higher compensation, the minimum weekly wages for the au pairs' stipends
could differ from state standards by an order of magnitude. The au pairs'
specific claims focused on antitrust violations of the Sherman Act, violations of
both federal and state wage and hour law, common law fraud, and breach of
fiduciary duty.
The district court found sufficient allegations to proceed on all four claims,
with the antitrust and state wage and hour law claims raising the most
interesting legal issues.2 40 First, on the antitrust claims, the court reiterated the
allegations that, by virtue of their State Department designation, sponsor
agencies have "100% of the market power within the relevant market,'24 and
accordingly price fixed, agreeing among themselves to create an artificially low
"wage floor" for au pairs. These anticompetitive actions would, prima facie,
violate section 1 of the Sherman Act.24 3 The application of antitrust doctrine to
au pairs also reflected their fundamentally commercial identities.
Second, on the state wage and hour law claims, the court affirmed
plaintiffs' rights against preemption. It rejected defendants' argument that the
"amorphous" federal regulatory framework somehow dictated the prevailing
stipend of under $200 and preempted state and local wage regulation.244 The
court explained that the federal minimum wage, and the broader FLSA,
governs au pairs, establishing minimum standards for their employment as for
most other employees. 24 5There is no indication that the State Department,
much less Congress, envisioned the federal minimum wage as a ceiling on au
pair compensation rather than a floor.24 6
After their motion to dismiss was rejected, the defendants participated in a
landmark settlement. In January of 2019, the fifteen sponsor agencies reached a
tentative $65.5 million settlement in Beltran to avoid going to trial for the
237. Id. at 1071.
238. See State Minimum Wage Laws, DEP'T OF LABOR (Jan. 1, 2020),
https://www.dol.gov/whd/minwage/america.htm [https://perma.cc/G9KN-UZZJ].
239. Beltron, 176 F. Supp. 3d at 1087-88.
240. Id.
241. Id. at 1071.
242. Id. This allowed sponsor agencies both to increase the amount sponsor agencies pocketed from
host families' fees and to increase the number ofpotential host families.Id.
243. 15 U.S.C 1.
244. Beltran, 176 F. Supp. 3d at 1084.
245. Id. at 1082. The one exception here is that, at footnote 19, the Court notes the possibility that the
program mandates a minimum amount of weekly compensation even if the au pair works less than
forty-five hours, .i But, again, thatis consistent with the FLSA's role as a floor.
246. Id
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aforementioned claims.2 47 In terms of systemic change, the settlement includes
a requirement that sponsor agencies provide future au pairs with information
about their rights. 24 8 The judicial process in Beltran not only reaffirmed
domestic workers' self-sovereignty, but also rejected federal preemption and
reaffirmed cities and states' ability to exceed federal standards, including for au
pairs.
Similarly, in Cultural Care, Inc. v. Office of the Attorney General of
Massachusetts, federal courts rejected a foreign affairs challenge to the
applicability of the Massachusetts DWBR.2 49 When plaintiff host families and
sponsor agencies argued that the law violated the Foreign Commerce Clause,
250
the district court found no such unconstitutional interference.
2 5 1 In the absence
of facial discrimination, the court employed the relevant balancing test and
found that "the Foreign Commerce Clause claim fails this test because of the
high putative local benefits of protecting an at-risk population of workers."
25 2
The First Circuit broadly affirmed the district court, noting bluntly that "[iut is
hardly evident that a federal foreign affairs interest in creating a 'friendly' and
'cooperative' spirit with other nations is advanced by a program of cultural
exchange that, by design, would authorize foreign nationals to be paid less than
Americans performing similar work."253Cultural Care affirms the idea that
localities and states can extend legal protections to international domestic
workers without running afoul of constitutional provisions policing state
activity in international relations and commerce.
Despite au pairs' distinctive privilege, they suffered from the exclusions
familiar to other domestic workers. Federal litigation created an opportunity to
vindicate au pairs' self-sovereignty, including against efforts to eliminate
worker protections through foreign affairs and preemption doctrine.
C. Bilateral Treaties
For diplomats, being an emissary can yield immunity, but for au pairs,
being an emissary, until recently, led to legal exclusion. Sometimes, domestic
workers, like diplomats, can avail themselves of their sending country's power,
even when its relatively limited power leads to domestic worker migration in
the first place. The sending sovereign can become an alternate source ofpower,
247. Romo, supra note 216.
248. Id.
249. Cultural Care, Inc. v. Office of the Attorney Gen. of Mass, No. 16-CV-11777-IT, 2017 WL
3272011 (D. Mass. Aug. 1, 2017).
250. U.S. CONST. art. 1,§ 8, cl. 3.
251. Cultural Care, 2017 WL 3272011, at *10.
252. Id.
253. Capron v. Office of Attorney Gen. of Mass., 944 F.3d 9, 26 (1st Cir2019) (quoting 22 U.S.C.§
2451).
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particularly in countries like Kuwait, which, like the United States, provides
limited opportunity for domestic workers to organize.2 5 4
Bilateral treaties between labor-supply (sending) nations and labor-
recipient (destination) nations capture how sending countries' national
sovereignty may be perceived to rise and fall with their domestic workers' self-
255sovereignty. In the words of one scholar, the "humiliation" arising from the
sending country being "branded as a 'nation of domestic helpers' and from the
destination country's mistreatment "chips away" at the sending country's
"national sovereignty.'
Yet as sending country sovereignty and self-sovereignty blend together in
bilateral treaties, the former may grow powerful, and at times, invoke the cause
of domestic workers without in fact advancing their interests. Agreements may
be punctuated by egregious events leading to unilateral moratoriums, issued in
the name of workers but often limiting their choice. Even when sending
sovereign-emigrant worker solidarity may have have legitimate origins, the
sending sovereign may ignore the needs and requests of domestic workers
within its own borders.
This Section focuses on the bilateral domestic worker treaties of two
particular sending sovereigns: Indonesia and the Philippines. These countries
have entered into treaties with religiously similar, but otherwise fundamentally
different-wealthier--countries.2 5 8 They have sometimes also entered into
254. Bureau of Democracy, Human Rights & Labor, Kuwait 2018 Human Rights Report, U.S. DEP'TOF
STATE 27-28 (Mar. 2019), https://www.state.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/KUWAIT-2018.pdf
[https://perma.ce/J8TV-P9EP] (discussing "Freedom of Association and the Right to Collective
Bargaining" and the exclusion ofdomestic workers).
255. See Rhacel Salazar Parrefias, Transgressing the Nation-State: Th Partial Citizenship and
"Imagined (Global) Community" of Migrant Filipina Domestic Workers, 26 SIGNS 1129, 1137
(2001) ("The sovereignty of the Philippines diminishes with its inability to protect its overseas
nationals."); see also id. at 1141 (quoting Filipina domestic worker Veronica Plandano in Hong
Kong, who asked "[w]hy does the government . . . actually allow them [workers] to leave the
country yet without any sufficient protection as citizens?"). Interestingly, theologians have
disputed this conflation, particularly from a Biblical perspective. See, e.g., GEMMA CRUZ, AN
INTERCULTURAL THEOLOGY OF MIGRATION: PILGRIMS IN THE WILDERNESS 311 (2010) (arguing
that, in the case of Filipina migrant domestic workers, their journey is not for "national
sovereignty, as the Israelites supposedly achieved from their exodus").
256. CRUZ, supra note 255, at 311-12.
257. See, e.g., Adi Renaldi, A Ban on Sending Migrant Workers to Malaysia Won't Fix Anything, VICE
(Feb. 21, 2018), https://www.vice.com/en _asia/article/mb5ppb/a-ban-on-sending-migrant-
workers-to-malaysia-wont-fix-anything[https://perma.c/P6GE-4Y4L] (quoting Wahyu Susilo,
the director of the NGO Migrant Care, in opposition to the moratorium); Nisha Varia,Indonesia:
Banning Migrant Domestic Work Is Short-Sighted, HUMAN RIGHTS WATCH (Feb. 17, 2015),
https://www.hrw.org/news/2015/02/17/indonesia-banning-migrant-domestic-work-short-sighted#
(opposing a proposed "maid ban" in part because it "discriminates against Indonesian women and
restricts their rights instead ofprotecting them").
258. See Regt, supra note 69, at 575 (noting "[tfhe fact that Yemeni and Somali women are Muslim and
therefore religiously close to their Yemeni employer" but also explaining how such closeness led
to negative stereotypes among interviewed employers); see also Attiya Ahmed, EVERYDAY
CONVERSIONS: ISLAM, DOMESTIC WORK, AND SOUTH ASIAN MIGRANT WOMEN IN KUWAIT
(2017) (exploring the relationship between migrant work and religion through the lens of
increasing Muslim piety among domestic workers in Kuwait).
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"kin" dyads with arguably more similar countries, as between Indonesia and
Malaysia.259
In the Philippines-Kuwait context, domestic work, beyond simply
informing the countries' bilateral relationships, has defined those relationships
through systemic abuses and salient deaths. Notably, both the Indonesian and
Philippine embassies in Kuwait have hosted shelters or "safe houses" for
hundreds of fleeing domestic workers.2 6 0 Shortly after high-profile Filipina
domestic worker deaths in Kuwait, embassy staff members embarked on a
rescue mission to help their nationals allegedly facing abuse from Kuwaiti
employers.26 As a result, the Philippine ambassador was expelled, in a jarring
display of sovereign anger and power. Before the Philippine government was
able to summon the Kuwaiti envoy, he left the Philippines under cover of
night.2 6 3 Ultimately, the Philippines apologized "for certain incidents that
Kuwait views as violation of their sovereignty," while affirming its own
interest in "the welfare of Filipino workers."
264
The Filipina domestic worker deaths resulted, at least temporarily, in a
bilateral domestic worker treaty addressing the rights of Kuwait's hundreds of
thousands of Filipino domestic workers. 2 Amidst the diplomatic disputes, the
Philippine Department of Labor and Employment (DOLE) temporarily banned
work-related migration by Filipinos to Kuwait.2 6 6 The deaths not only hastened
the resulting treaty, but they also comprised a significant subject. Article 2 of
the treaty provides that Kuwait will ensure that an employer will not only pay
to repatriate the body of a Filipino domestic worker, but also pay the full
259. See, e.g., Olivia Killias, Intimate Encounters: The Ambiguities ofBelonging in the Transnational
Migration ofIndonesian Domestic Workers to Malaysia, 18 CITIZENSHIP STUD. 885 (2014) (using
the language of kinship to describe diplomatic ties between Malaysia and Indonesia while also
noting a 2009 Indonesian ban on its female citizens working in Malaysia as domestic workers).
260. Walls at Every Turn: Abuse ofMigrant Domestic Workers through Kuwaits Sponsorship System,
HUMAN RIGHTS WATCH 8, 13, 64 (Oct. 2010),
https://www.hrw.org/sites/default/files/reports/kuwaitl01Owebwcover.pdf[https://perma.cc/TG25-
L9SQ].
261. Felipe Villamor, Philippine Envoy to Kuwait Expelled After So-Called Rescue of Domestic





264. Manuel Mogato, Philippines 'Apologizes' to Kuwait After Rescuing Domestic Workers, REUTERS
(Apr. 24 2018), https://www.reuters.conm/article/us-philippines-kuwait/philippines-apologizes-to-
kuwait-after-rescuing-domestic-workers-idUSKBN1HVOTQ [https//perma.cc/7HCH-7VJE].
265. Ahmed Hagagy, Kuwait to Regulate Employment ofPhilippine Domestic Workers After Reports of
Abuse, REUTERS (May 11, 2018), https://www.reuters.com/article/us-kuwait-phillipines-domestic-
workers/kuwait-to-regulate-employment-of-philippire-domestic-workers-after-reports-of-abuse-
idUSKBNIICIKC [https://perma.cc/LS8U-E8R6].
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monthly wages for the month in which the worker passes away.267 The treaty
also articulates broader protections-from preventing employers from
confiscating worker passports to facilitating a domestic worker's access to a
bank account, a cellular phone, and the Kuwaiti health system.2 6 8
The treaty forged from death fell by death as well. After the murder of
Filipina domestic worker Jeanelyn Villavende at the alleged hands of her
Kuwaiti employer, the Philippines announced a partial ban as a "clear message
to Kuwait," limiting migrant domestic workers but making exceptions for
"skilled" workers.2 6 9 Weeks later, after a second autopsy of Villavende's body
in the Philippines revealed "multiple, severe, traumatic injuries" and "clear
indications of sexual abuse," the Philippines expanded the ban to a total
prohibition on migrant workers to Kuwait. 270 In a third (but likely not final)
turn, Kuwait allowed Filipino authorities to join the investigation into
Villavende's murder,2 71 alongside efforts to draft a new bilateral agreement and
to reopen Filipino domestic worker migration to Kuwait.272 At the same time,
Kuwait has sought to cultivate new sources of migrant labor from other sending
countries like Ethiopia.
The Kuwait-Philippine dynamic bears notable similarity to that of other
dyads. Indonesia sends domestic workers to Malaysia, and their relationship
has also experienced egregious deaths, a moratorium to protect Indonesia's
267. Agreement on Employment of Domestic Workers Between the Government of the Republic of the
Philippines and the Government of the State of Kuwait, Phil.-Kuwait, art. II §2, May I, 2018,
https://news.kuwaittimes.net/website/agreement-on-employment-of-domestic-workers-between-
kuwait-and-philippines [https://perma.cc/QT49-FV2C]. In contrast to the Philippines-Kuwait
treaty, it seems difficult to imagine the U.S. federal DWBR incorporating a body repatriation
clause. And yet, commentators would be mistaken to characterize body repatriation of low-income
migrant workers in the United States as irrelevant. The cost can exceed $10,000, Ruairi Connolly,
Richard Prendiville, Denis Cusack, & Gerard Flaherty, Repatriation ofHwnan Remains Following
Death in International Travelers, 24 J. TRAVEL MED.2 (2017), and approximately 10,000 bodies
are repatriated to Mexico from the United States annually, Eduardo Porter, In Return Home to
Mexico Grave, an Industry Rises, N.Y. TIMES (June 11, 2007),
https://www.nytimes.com/2007/06/11/us/1Iretums.html [https://perma.ce/DV4N-FVJB]. These
figures include all occupations, not only domestic workers.
268. Agreement on Employment of Domestic Workers Between the Government of the Republic of the
Philippines and the Government ofthe State ofKuvait, supra note 267, §§ 2-6.
269. Partial Deployment Ban to Kuwait Set, PHIL. DEP'T OF LABOR & EMP'T (Jan. 2, 2020),
https://www.doleagov.ph/news/partial-deployment-ban-to-kuwait-set [https://perma.cc/KKC3-
CL8M].
270. Areeb Ullah, Philippines Issues Full Ban on Workers Going to Kuwait After Violent Death of
Maid, MIDDLE EAST EYE (Jan. 15, 2020), https://www.middleeasteye.net/news/philippines-issues-
full-ban-workers-going-kuwait-after-filipino-maid-found-returns-home-dead
[https://perma.cc/6NFL-2W9D].
271. Christia Marie Ramos, Filipino nestigators to Join Probe on Kuwait OFWs Killing, PHIL.
DAILY INQUIRER (Jan. 22, 2020), https://globalnationinquirer.net/184399/fwd-kuwait-to-allow-ph-
investigators-to-join-probe-on-ofw-killing#ixzz6ByCd3i4G [https://perma.ce/3C9W-JYV6].
272. Susan G. De Leon, Govt Lifts Deployment Ban to Kuwait, PHIL. INFO. AGENCY, (Feb. 14, 2020),
https://pia.gov.ph/news/articles/1034622 [https://perma.ec/JN7E-GUY5].
273. Ramadan Al Sherbini, Kuwait Shffts to Ethiopia for Domestic Workers After Philippines Row,
GULF NEWS (Jan. 22, 2020), https://gulfnews.com/world/gulf/kuwait/kuwait-shifts-to-ethiopia-for-
domestic-workers-after-philippines-row-1.69176802 [https://perma.cc/E9K9-DTPS].
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"dignity," a lifting of the moratorium, new deaths, and consideration of a
subsequent moratorium, all amidst Malaysia's efforts to forge relationships
with new sending countries.2 74 Indonesia additionally banned the migration of
domestic workers to nearly two dozen Middle Eastern countries due to the poor
treatment of its emigrants. 2 7 5 Neither Indonesia nor the countries within the
moratorium have ratified the multilateral DWC, discussed more fully in Part
I.C.2.27 Outside of the multilateral convention, however, Indonesia has
engaged directly with recipient countries, including by seeking a minimum
wage for its domestic worker emigrants in Singapore.2 7
Indonesia's bilateral efforts occur alongside advocates' failed domestic
efforts to secure protections for (predominantly Indonesian) domestic workers
working in Indonesia. Admittedly, Indonesia has had a law since 1993 that
grants certain rights to domestic workers, including a written contract, access to
health care, and annual leave-rights that have been only proposed in the
United States. Yet there appears to be lax enforcement of these limited
protections.279
Subsequent laws and failed attempts reveal Indonesia's inability to protect
domestic workers within its own borders. The overarching Indonesian work
statute, the 2003 Manpower Act, addressed a much broader section of the
workforce than the 1993 domestic workers' law.28 0 For purposes of employer
274. Dian Septiari, Indonesia Mulls Ban on Maids to Malaysia, JAKARTA POST (Feb. 17, 2018),
https://www.thejakartapost.com/news/2018/02/17/indonesia-mulls-ban-on-maids-to-malaysia.htm
[https://perma.cc/R5Y3-T3M3] (describing chronology); Markus Junianto Sihaloho, Jokowi Wants
to Stop Sending Indonesian Maids Abroad, JAKARTA GLOBE (Feb. 16, 2015),
https://jakartaglobe.id/opinion/jokowi-wants-stop-sending-indonesian-maids-abroad
[https://perma.cc/BL4D-PVHK] (quoting a government official on the need for a moratorium to
"protect our dignity").
275. Ministry of Manpower, Decree No. 260, May 26, 2015 (Indon.) (listing at least nineteen
countries-Saudi Arabia, Bahrain, Iraq, Kuwait, Lebanon, Libya, Morocco, Mauritania, Egypt,
Oman, Pakistan, Palestine, Qatar, South Sudan, Syria, Tunisia, UAE, Yemen and Jordan-where
migrant Indonesian domestic workers may not be placed, though existing employment agreements
may be grandfathered and extended); see also Max Walden, Despite Migration Ban, Indonesian
Domestic Workers Still Face Forced Labour and Abuses in the Gulf EQUAL TIMES (Sept. 7,
2017), http://apmigration,ilo.org/news/despite-migration-ban-indonesian-domesti-workers-still-
face-forced-labour-and-abuses-in-the-gulf[https://permacc/N43R-6HL5] (describing how "an
angry government in Jakarta declared a moratorium on sending new domestic workers" to Middle
Eastern countries "[fiollowing the execution of two female Indonesian domestic workers found
guilty of murder in Saudi Arabia"). Walden notes that, despite the formal ban, prospective
migrants traveled on falsified visas expressing other occupations. Perhaps unsurprisingly, none of
the countries subjected to the Indonesian moratorium have ratified the DWC.
276. Cf supra note 275 (listing countries subject to Indonesian moratorium); Ratifications ofDWC,
supra note 121.
277. Michael Malay & Nicolas Axelrod, Indonesias Migrant Workers: Dreams and Tears, DIPLOMAT
(Mar. 16, 2015), https://thediplomat.com/2015/03/indonesias-migrant-workers-dreams-and-tears
[https://perma.cc/47R4-F3HP].
278. INT'L LABOUR ORG., THE REGULATION OF DOMESTIC WORKERS IN INDONESIA 16 (2006). Certain
fundamental issues that would be covered in the United States are missing, including a minimum
wage and overtime. Id at 17.
279. Id.
280. Act Concerning Manpower, Article 69 (2003) (Indon.).
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coverage, the Manpower Act also distinguishes between pengusaha and
pemberi kerja, respectively "enterprises" and "work-givers."2 8 ' As pemberi
kerja, domestic employers are subject to far more relaxed and ambiguous
282requirements.
A more comprehensive Indonesian Domestic Workers Bill (IDWB) was
advanced in 2004, but it remains unenacted. This inertia has persisted
alongside efforts to dilute certain provisions. The original draft of the IDWB
284envisioned a prohibition of domestic work for those under eighteen.
International advocacy organizations chose the age of fifteen as a less
protective threshold, and later Indonesian drafts accordingly allowed for
fifteen-year-old domestic workers with parental consent. Later versions of
the bill have also entertained private employer-domestic worker agreements in
287lieu of minimum standards on leave and wages. The asynmetry is striking-
even as Indonesia has demanded more from its bilateral partners, it has
hesitated to enact the standards originally advocated by its domestic worker
organizations.
Bilateral, as opposed to multilateral, domestic agreements allow sovereigns
to form bespoke relationships.2 8 8 When sovereigns seek to vindicate the rights
of their emigrant workers, the treaties reflect, in part, dynamic partnerships to
decide how the equality and humanity of domestic workers can be vindicated
even in an unequal commercial relationship. Yet they also capture the
incongruities between sending sovereigns' demands on behalf of emigrant
281. INT'L LABOUR ORG., supra note 278, at 10 (June 2006),
https://www.ilo.org/wcmsp5/groups/public/---ed norm/---
declaration/documents/publication/wcms declwp_26_en.pdf[https//perma.cc/G8YS-RFTC].
282. This is based in part on a mid-twentieth-century judicial decision excluding domestic workers
from Indonesia's employment dispute resolution system. See Putusan Panita Penyelesaian
Persengketaan PerburuhanPusatNo. 70/59/111/02/Ctanggal 191December 1959,citedinl id. at 10.
283. Jack Britton, Indonesias Domestic Workers Need Urgent Protection, JAKARTA GLOBE (Nov. 21,
2018), https://jakartaglobe.id/opinion/indonesias-domestic-workers-need-urgent-protection
[https://perma.cc/UH3Y-ZU8F] (portraying the "domestic workers' bill, known as RUU PRT" as
"enthusiastically welcomed and championed by civil society organizations and human rights
activists"but remaining unenacted through multiple elections).
284. Sri Wiyanti Eddyon et al., When and Why the State Responds to Womens Demands:
Understanding Gender EqualitvPolicy Change in Indonesia, UN RESEARCH INST. FOR Soc. DEV.
83 (2016)(summarizing provisions from2004 draft bill).
285. AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL, OPEN LETTERTO THE CHAIROFPARLIAMENTARY COMMISSION IX ON
PROTECTION OF DOMESTIC WORKERS (Nov. 25, 2010),
https://www.amnesty.org/download/Documents/36000/asa21021201Oen.pdf
[https://perma.cc/GY4C-YNJY].
286 See, e.g., Eddyon, supra note 284, at 83 (comparing provisions from drafts bills in 2004, 2011, and
2013).
287. Id.
288. See Timothy Meyer, Power, Exit Costs, and Renegotiation in InternationalLaw, 51 HARV. INT'L
LJ. 379, 421 (2010) (noting how shifts in "power" can lead to changes in bilateral agreements);
see also Laurence R. Helfer, Toward a Ehtman Rights Framework for Intellectual Property, 40
U.C. DAVIS L. REV. 971, 975 (2007) (arguing that, in intellectual property, there is a shift for
developed countries and intellectual property owners towards "bilateral and regional trade and
investment treaties" as opposed to larger, multilateral organizations).
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workers and their disregard for the domestic workers within their borders;
between the aspiration of sending sovereign-worker solidarity and the
underlying power imbalance; and between the promise of treaties and the
persistence of dubious deaths.
CONCLUSION
This Article has explored domestic workers' legal challenges in three
transnational arenas: the scope of diplomatic immunity in domestic workers'
civil claims; au pairs' legal battles to assert their rights in worker-protective
cities and states against preemption; and bilateral treaties between sending and
destination countries. In each arena, it is not simply that "immigrants . . get
the job done,"2 8 9 but rather that in doing so, they may challenge the contours of
"the job" and its implicated freedoms.
When they cross borders and thresholds, domestic workers enter the
domains of new sovereigns, while nonetheless maintaining their own self-
sovereignty and a connection to the sovereignty of their countries of origin.
When these sovereignty claims intersect, each is reshaped. In one
circumstance, domestic workers may invoke the dignity of their sending
country's sovereignty in the shape of a bilateral treaty. Yet other domestic
workers may reject their employers' attempts to use similar strategies to evade
basic employment protections-furthering the modernization of the law of
diplomatic immunity.
It remains unclear whether Congress will pass the federal Domestic
Workers Bill of Rights or whether additional countries will ratify the ILO's
Domestic Worker Convention. Yet as domestic workers continue to fight for
the rights others take for granted, foreign migrant women will challenge mighty
sovereigns. Through their domestic work, they will shape international law.
289. ORIGINAL BROADWAY CAST OF HAMILTON, Yorktown (The World Turned Upside Down), on
HAMILTON (ORIGINAL BROADWAY CAST RECORDING) (Atlantic Recording Corp. 2015).
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